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Introduction 

 
This   chapter   has   been   one   of   the   most   challenging   texts   I’ve   attempted   to   translate.   Not   only 
does   it   cover   a   tremendous   amount   of   theoretical   ground   --   including   Laozi’s    Daodejing ,   the 
Yijing    (I   Ching   or   Classic   of   Change),   Internal   Alchemy,   and   taijiquan   development   --   but   it   is 
filled   with   references   to   Chinese   literature   and   philosophy.   It   is   basically   a      tour-de-force 
demonstration   of   Zheng’s   erudition   and   his   use   of   taijiquan   to   unify   Chinese   thought   and 
practice.   Along   the   way,   he   also   has   some   concrete   suggestions   for   practice.   Chasing   down 
even   the   handful   of   threads   in   Zheng’s   writing   that   I   could   recognize   stretched   the   limits   of   my 
understanding,   my   taijiquan   skill,   and   my   translation   abilities. 
 
Zheng   builds   this   treatise   around   the   oppositional   pair   of   柔弱   and   刚强,    rouruo    and    gangqiang , 
soft   and   weak   vs.   hard   and   strong.   He   references   chapters   10   and   76   from   the    Daodejing    and 
then   expands   the   discussion   based   on   the   trigrams   Li   (fire)   and   Kan   (water)   from   the    Yijing    in 
the   two   arrangements   for   hexagrams   64   and   63,   Before   Crossing   Over   and   After   Crossing   Over. 
Of   course,   for   the   educated   audience   Zheng   had   in   mind,   such   references   could   be   assumed   to 
be   obvious.   For   many   Western   practitioners,   additional   background   and   explanation   may   be 
needed. 
 
The   overview   giving   this   background   explanation   is   fairly   lengthy:   I’ve   divided   it   into   sections   on 

● Soft,   Weak,   Hard,   and   Strong 
● Concentrate   the   Qi   to   Achieve   Softness:   Laozi   Chapter   10 
● Guarding   against   Strength:   Laozi   Chapter   76 
● Before   and   After   Crossing   Over:   Fire   and   Water   in    Yijing    hexagrams   63   and   64 

 
As   I   followed   all   the   various   references   that   Zheng   makes   and   included   discussion   of   those,   the 
text   itself   became   almost   obscured   behind   all   the   notes.   I’ve   therefore   first   included   a   translation 
of   Zheng’s   treatise   without   interspersed   Chinese   or   commentary,   and   followed   that   with   a 
line-by-line   translation   and   discussion. 
 
One   note:   as   always,   it   is   a   challenge   to   decide   which   terms   to   translate,   which   terms   to   adopt 
simply   as   terms   of   art   or   taijiquan   jargon,   and   which   terms   to   leave   untranslated   but   explain.   In 
this   translation,   I’ve   decided   to   use   these   conventions 

● Qi,   dantian,   dao,   yin,   yang,   taijiquan,   and   qigong   are   accepted   as   basic   terms   of   art,   and 
thus   are   not   italicized. 

● Xin,   yi,   shen,   jing,    and    jin    are   common   terms   that   don’t   need   to   be   explained   each   time 
but   are   italicized   like   other   imported   terms.    Xin    is   heart   as   an   organ   and   also   the   central 
component   of   mind,   often   called   the   heart-mind;    Yi    is   the   awareness   or   directed 
attention;    Shen    is   spirit;   and    Jing    is   the   vital   energy.    Jing       and    shen    are   sometimes 
combined   in   a   compound    jingshen    which   I’ve   translated   as   “spirit   of   vitality”.    Jin    is   the 
skillful   soft   power   of   taijiquan   as   contrasted   to   the   hard   stiff   force   called    li . 
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● Proper   nouns   such   as   the   terms   Li   and   Kan   for   the   Fire   and   Water   trigrams   are   treated 
as   names   and   not   italicized. 

● All   other   terms,   if   not   translated,   are   italicized   and   explained   on   use. 
 
Many   thanks   to   Beth   Rosenfeld,   my   partner   in   life,   love,   and   taijiquan,   for   her   help   in   the   hours 
we   spent   discussing   what   the   text   might   mean   and   for   her   work   to   bring   some   order   and 
consistency   to   my   meandering   words.  
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Background   Overview 

Soft,   Weak,   Hard,   and   Strong 

 
To   start,   we   can   look   into    rouruo    and    gangqiang .   As   with   all   Chinese   terms,   there’s   no   direct   and 
singular   correspondence   to   specific   English   terms.   Rather,   each   Chinese   word   covers   a   cluster 
of   meanings   that   overlap   with   a   variety   of   English   words.   When   faced   with   this   situation,   some 
translators   use   different   words   for   the   same   Chinese   character   based   on   the   context   and 
specific   meaning   the   translator   understands   in   each   instance.   And   while   this   can   make   the 
translation   more   readable   and   approachable,   it   can   also   make   the   translation   deceptive   since 
there’s   no   way   for   the   reader   to   know   that   the   same   idea   was   meant   when   the   translation   veers 
through   supple,   weak,   pliable,   and   delicate   without   noting   that   these   were   all   translations   for   弱 
ruo . 
 
I’ve   chose   instead   to   use   a   consistent   English   word   for   each   Chinese   term   and   attempt   to 
provide   enough   background   detail   that   we   can   recognize   the   additional   layers   of   meaning 
implied   by   each   term.   Sometimes   this   makes   for   clumsy   translation,   but   this   may   be   desirable: 
the   clumsiness   of   seeing   “weak”   where   we   expect   something   like   delicate   or   supple   forces   us   to 
remember   that   this   is   not   a   text   originally   written   in   English   and   that   we   need   to   see   a   whole 
cluster   of   meanings   behind   the   word   “weak”. 
 

● 柔    Rou    covers   a   range   of   meanings   including   soft,   supple,   flexible,   gentle,   and   tender. 
It’s   used   in   descriptions   such   as   “supple   new   growth”,   “soft   willow   branches   hanging”, 
“soft   fabric”,   “gentle   voice”.   I’ve   consistently   translated    rou    as   “soft”. 

● 弱    Ruo    implies   weak,   feeble,   and   young.   It’s   used   in   descriptions   such   as   “weak   willed”, 
“flimsy   foundations”,   “frail   constitution”,   “delicate   health”.      I’ve   consistently   translated    ruo 
as   “weak”.   Especially   working   with   the   Laozi   chapters,   many   translators   use   words   such 
as   pliable   or   supple   for    ruo .   These   meanings   should   all   be   read   as   implied   by    ruo    or 
“weak”. 

● 刚    Gang    has   meanings   including   hard,   firm,   unyielding,   rigid,   and   strong.   It’s   used   in 
descriptions   such   as   “strong   character”,   “vigorous   stride”,   “sturdy   branches”,   “bold 
statement”,   “rigid   beam”.   I’ve   consistently   translated    gang    as   “hard”. 

● 强    Qiang    has   meanings   including   strong,   powerful,   vigorous,   violent,   and   forceful.   It’s 
used   in   descriptions   such   as   “strong   nature”,   “firm   character”,   “powerful   army”,   “resistant 
to   stress”.   I’ve   consistently   translated    qiang    as   “strong”. 

 
These   terms   appear   commonly   throughout   Daoist   and   Confucian   writings.   We   find   them   in   the 
commentary   on   the    Yijing    commonly   attributed   to   Confucius,   the    Appended   Statements    or    Xici : 
 

The   Master   (Confucius)   said:   The   property   of   the   ten   thousand   things   is   that   if   they   are 
not   hard   ( gang ),   they   are   not   able   to   move,   and   if   they   do   not   move,   they   are   without 
achievement;   but   if   they   are   constantly   moving   and   not   centered   then   this   is   hardness’s 
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failure.   If   they   are   not   soft   ( rou ),   they   are   not   tranquil,   and   if   they   are   not   tranquil,   they 
are   not   peaceful;   but   if   they   are   long   tranquil   and   not   moving,   then   they   sink;   this   is 
softness’s   failure... 
 
The   property   of   Heaven   is   to   be   hard   ( gang )   and   vigorous    (qiang)    and   to   move   without 
rest,   its   auspiciousness   being   to   protect   achievement.   But   if   there   were   no   softness   to 
rescue   it,   even   if   it   did   not   die,   it   would   certainly   be   lost   ... 
 
The   property   of   Earth   is   to   be   soft   ( rou )   and   weak   ( ruo )   and   to   be   tranquil   without 
moving,   its   auspiciousness   being   to   protect   peace.   But,   if   there   were   no   hardness,   then   it 
would   be   thoroughly   demeaned   and   left   behind. 

Shaughnessy,   pg   219,   221 
 

Concentrate   the   Qi   to   Achieve   Softness:   Laozi   Chapter   10 

 
Soft,   Weak,   Hard,   and   Strong   are   further   elaborated   on   in   the    Daodejing    chapters   that   Zheng 
quotes.   One   important   aspect   of   the    Daodejing    and   other   classic   writings   that   may   not   be 
obvious   to   Western   readers   is   that   these   writings   are   always   read   and   understood   in   the   context 
of   layer   after   layer   of   commentary   and   interpretation.   In   their   bare   original   form,   they   are   just   as 
opaque   to   Chinese   readers   as   they   are   to   Western   readers.   Most   of   the    Daodejing    translations 
available   in   English   work   just   with   the   basic   text,   perhaps   informed   by   commentary   but   with 
such   commentary   usually   kept   unacknowledged.   In   contrast,   all   Chinese   students   of   these 
writings   work   with   them   primarily   through   the   lens   of   acknowledged   commentaries.   And   when 
there’s   a   question   about   the   text’s   meaning,   the   answer   is   sought   in   those   commentaries. 
 
Two   influential   commentaries   on   the    Daodejing    are   those   from   Wang   Bi   and   Heshang   Gong   (the 
Riverbank   Elder).   Both   date   back   to   approximately   100   -   200   CE.      Wang   Bi   is   clearly   an   actual 
historical   person   while   details   about   the   Riverbank   Elder   are   much   less   clear.  
 
Wang   Bi’s   commentary   was   particularly   influential   in   the   neo-Confucian   re-envisioning   of   Daoist 
and   Confucian   thought   that   provides   the   primary   underpinning   of   Chinese   thought   from   the 
1200s   on.   Wang   Bi   primarily   interpreted   Laozi   from   a   political   and   societal   viewpoint.   Heshang 
Gong   treats   the   Laozi    primarily   as   a   self-cultivation   and   internal   alchemy   text.   In   his 1

commentary,   Zheng   appears   to   rely   most   heavily   on   Heshang   Gong,   which   is   interesting   given 
Zheng’s   fundamentally   neo-Confucian   stance   in   many   areas. 
 
I’ve   included   a   translation   of   the   two    Daodejing    chapters   Zheng   references   together   with   the 
Heshang   Gong   commentary   in   the   Appendix   below.   Zheng   titled   this   3rd   treatise   based   on   the 
initial   two   couplets   from    Daodejing    10: 

1   Chinese   texts   are   often   referred   to   via   the   nominal   author’s   name   rather   than   what   we   think   of   as   the 
text   title.   So,   the    Daodejing    is   often   referred   to   as   “the   Laozi”   since   Laozi   supposedly   wrote   it.   I   follow   this 
practice,   although   a   bit   inconsistently. 
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載營魄抱⼀、 
能無離乎。 
By   protecting   the   camp   of   your    po    (bodily   soul)   and   embracing   Oneness, 
Can   you   avoid   separation? 
 
專氣致柔、 
能嬰兒乎。 
By   concentrating   your   qi   and   achieving   softness, 
Can   you   be   like   an   infant? 

 
The   first   couplet   references   one   of   components   of   the   “spirit”.   The   Chinese   concept    shen 
references   both   the   complete   spirit   of   a   person   and   also   a   set   of   5   components   for   what   we 
might   call   “mind”,   each   with   a   home   in   one   of   the    zang    (“solid”)   organs:   the    shen ,   conventionally 
translated   as   “spirit”,   resides   in   the   heart   ( xin );   the    po,    or   bodily   soul,   resides   in   the   lungs;   the 
hun,    or   ethereal   soul,   resides   in   the   liver;   the    yi,    or   awareness/attention,   resides   in   the   spleen; 
and   the    zhi,    or   will,   resides   in   the   kidney.   As   a   yin-yang   pair,    po    and    hun    represent 
semi-autonomous   components   of   the   self,   acting   on   one’s   life,   while    yi    and    zhi    represent   the 
ways   one   interacts   with   the   world.   At   death,   the    po    and    hun    separate:    po    remaining   on   earth 
and    hun    ascending   upward.   Internal   alchemy   practices   achieve   immortality   by   either   binding   the 
po    and    hun    together,   thus   avoiding   death   or   by   associating   the   individual   being   with   the    hun    so 
that   personal   identity   can   continue   after   the   physical   body   dies.   2

 
Per   the   Riverbank   Elder,   we   should   read   the   first   couplet   as   referring   to   both   the    po    and    hun 
souls   in   “protecting   the   camp   of   the    po ”.   The   great   new-Confucian   scholar   Zhu   Xi   described    po 
and    hun    saying:   “At   birth    hun    enters    po    and    po    encloses    hun ;   at   death    hun    disperses,   fluctuating 
and   returning   to   heaven,    po    falls,   sinking   and   returning   to   earth.   When   a   person   is   born,    hun 
and    po    unite,   at   death   they   separate.   That   which   moves   and   acts   is    hun ,   that   which   does   not 
move   and   does   not   act   is    po .”   (Rossi   and   Caretto   translation). 
 
We   can   thus   understand   the   first   couplet   describing   the   achievement   of   “immortality”   via   internal 
alchemy   that   unites   the    po    and    hun    in   Oneness.   The   second   couplet   also   describes   achieving 
“immortality”   by   becoming   like   an   infant,   a   image   of   rejuvenation   and   revitalization.   The   key 
process   in   the   second   couplet   is   “concentrating   the   qi   to   achieve   softness”,   the   title   Zheng   gave 
to   this   treatise. 
 
專    Zhuan    is   often   translated   as   “concentrate”   and   I’ve   followed   that   convention   since   every   other 
way   I   thought   to   translate   it   was   clumsy.   It’s   important   to   note   that    zhuan    doesn’t   mean 
concentrate   as   in   intensify   or   make   stronger   or   more   dense.   Instead,    zhuan    means   to   specialize 
in,   focus   on,   develop   expertise   in,   keep   in   mind   rather   than   becoming   scattered   or   confused.   So, 
we   could   alternately   title   this   treatise   as   “focus   on   the   qi   to   achieve   softness”,   “develop   expertise 
in   qi   resulting   in   softness”,   “concentrate   the   qi   so   it’s   not   scattered   to   develop   softness”.   In 

2   See   Rossi   and   Caretto,   pg   47f   for   more   info   about    po ,    hun ,    yi ,   and    zhi . 
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Zheng’s   commentary   on   Laozi   10,   he   describes   “concentrate   qi”   as   meaning    服氣    fu   qi ,    to   serve 
the   qi,   or   submit   to   the   qi. 
 

Guarding   against   Strength:   Laozi   Chapter   76 

 
The   other   Laozi   chapter   Zheng   references   describes   softness   and   weakness   as   the   attributes   of 
life   and   revitalization   as   contrasted   to   hardness   and   strength   which   are   the   attributes   of   death 
and   decay.   In   this   treatise,   Zheng   follows   Laozi   76   in   analogizing   softness   and   weakness   to 
young   sprouts   and   hardness   and   strength   to   old   rigid   trees   that   are   easily   broken. 
 
Chapter   76   of   the    Daodejing    is   relatively   short.   I’ve   included   a   complete   translation   here:   see   the 
Appendix   for   a   translation   together   with   commentary   from   the   Riverbank   Elder   and   Zheng. 
 

⼈之⽣也柔弱 
其死也堅強 
When   people   are   born,   they   are   soft   and   weak; 
At   death,   they   are   firm    and   strong 3

 
萬物草⽊之⽣也柔脆， 
其死也枯槁。 
The   ten   thousand   things,   like   grass   and   trees,   are   soft   and   delicate    at   birth; 4

At   death,   they   are   withered   and   dried   up. 
 
故堅強者死之徒， 
柔弱者⽣之徒 
Thus,   that   which   is   rigid   and   strong   is   the   follower   of   death; 
That   which   is   soft   and   weak   is   the   follower   of   life. 
 
是以兵強則不勝， 
⽊強則 折 。 
If   an   army   is   strong,   then   it   will   not   be   victorious; 
If   a   tree   is   strong,   then   it   will   break. 
 
強⼤處下， 
柔弱處上。 
The   place   of   power   is   below; 
The   place   for   softness   and   weakness   is   above. 

 

3   Note:   in   Laozi   76,   the   oppositional   pair   is    rouruo ,   soft   and   weak,   vs.    jianqiang,    rigid   and   strong   rather 
than    gangqiang ,   hard   and   strong. 
4    Cui ,   delicate   or   fragile. 
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Before   and   After   Crossing   Over:   Fire   and   Water   in   Yijing   hexagrams   63   and 

64 

 
As   Chinese   thought   developed   during   the   formative   centuries   that   included   the   creation   of   the 
Daodejing ,   the    Yijing ,   Confucian   principles,   and   early   Chinese   medicine   as   recorded   in   the 
anthology   known   as   the    Huangdi   Neijing    ( Yellow   Emperor’s   Internal   [Medicine]   Classic ),   or   just 
the    Neijing ,   the   philosophical   worldview   moved   from   one   where   fate   and   events   are   determined 
capriciously   by   the   results   of   magic   and   supernatural   influences   to   one   where   fate   and   events 
are   determined   by   the   predictable   working   out   of   natural   influences   and   causes.   Western 
thought   went   through   a   similar   change   as   what   we   call   scientific   approaches   developed   to 
explain   the   world   based   on   causal   influences   between   events   rather   than   reliance   on   the   whims 
of   gods   and   deities. 
 
A   primary   difference   between   Chinese   and   Western   models   is   that,   rather   than   being   based   on 
a   causal   view   of   unfolding   events   and   their   natural   relationships   as   modern   science   is,   the 
Chinese   model   describes   causality   as   a   result   of   correspondences   between   situations   and 
events   based   on   systems   that   identify   correspondences   between   the   essence   of   things.   In   his 
study   of   the   history   of   medicine   in   China,   Unschuld   labels   this   model    Systematic 
Correspondence.    The   two   primary   systems   used   are   Yin-yang   and   the   Five   Phases   (五⾏ 
wuxing ,   popularly   referred   to   as   the   Five   Elements).   Events   and   situations   are   classified 
according   to   these   systems.   They   can   then   be   correlated   with   other   events   and   situations   that 
share   similar   classification;   predictions   of   what   will   happen   next,   as   well   as   causes   for   what   is 
currently   happening,   can   be   derived   from   those   correspondences.   For   example,   according   to 
Five   Phases   theory,   if   a   person   is   suffering   from   a   malady   of   inflammation,   that   illness   may   be 
treatable   with   medicine   correlated   with   water   because   water   can   be   used   to   douse   fire   resulting 
in   cooling .  5

 
Interestingly,   the   two   systems   of   correspondence,   Yin-yang   and   Five   Phases,   were   developed 
independently   and,   in   Han   dynasty   times,   often   perceived   as   in   conflict   with   each   other. 
Ultimately,   rather   than   trying   to   either   resolve   that   conflict   or   recast   one   of   the   systems   in   terms 
of   the   other,   Chinese   thought   just   assimilated   them   both,   sometimes   choosing   one   system   and 
other   times   choosing   the   other.   Taijiquan   theory,   for   example,   shows   such   an   integrated   system, 
using   Yin-yang   as   the   basis   for   the   “eight   hand   methods”   and   Five   Phases   as   the   basis   for   the 
“five   stepping   methods”. 
 
Yin-yang   theory   is   elaborated   in   the    Yijing    and   results   in   the   system   of   eight   trigrams   and 
sixty-four   hexagrams.   In   the    Dazhuan    ( Great   Commentary )   commentary   on   the    Yijing ,   it   is   said 
 

易有太极 

5   See   Unschuld   pg   54ff   for   examples   and   discussion.   The   example   I   give   is   very   simplistic   and   intended 
only   to   illustrate   one   way   systematic   correspondence   influences   Chinese   medicine   in   diagnosis   and 
treatment   planning. 
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是⽣两仪 
两仪⽣四象 
四象⽣⼋卦 
In   Change   ( Yi )   exists    Taiji  

[the   non-dual   polarity   of   balanced   Yin-yang] 
This   gives   birth   to    Liang   Yi  

[the   paired   modes   of   yin   and   yang,   seen   separately] 
Liang   Yi    gives   birth   to    Si   Xiang  

[the   four   archetypes   of   evolving   yin   and   yang: 
new   yang,   old   yang,   new   yin,   old   yin] 

Si   Xiang    gives   birth   to    Ba   Gua  
[the   eight   “diagrams”,   commonly   called   the   eight   trigrams   since   each   is   shown 
   as   a   diagram   of   three   lines] 

 
This   leads   to   a   model   for   elaborating   the   polarity   of   yin-yang,   giving   rise   to   the    bagua    or   eight 
trigrams   which   in   turn   combine   in   pairs,   upper   and   lower,   to   create   the   sixty-four   hexagrams   as 
illustrated   below: 

 
The   eight   trigrams   are: 
 

Name Trigram Represents Literal   Meaning 

Qian   乾  ☰ Heaven   /   Pure   Yang Warming,   Fertilizing, 
Impregnating 

Kun   坤 ☷ Earth   /   Pure   Yin Female,   Flowing 
River 
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Name Trigram Represents Literal   Meaning 

Li   離 ☲ Fire Leave,   Depart,   A   Net 

Kan   坎 ☵ Water Pit,   Hole 

Dui   兌 ☱ Lake Marsh,   Swamp,   Add 
water   to   something, 
Joy,   Usurp 

Gen   ⾉ ☶ Mountain Tough,   Blunt,   Still, 
Stop 

Zhen   震 ☳ Thunder Shake,   Vibrate, 
Shock,   Earthquake 

Xun   巽 ☴ Wind Modest,   Obedient, 
Mild,   Compliant 

 
They   are   traditionally   arranged   in   a   circle   in   one   of   two   orders:   the   pre-heaven   order   and   the 
post-heaven   order.   Historically,   the   post-heaven   order   actually   predates   the   pre-heaven   order. 
The   pre-heaven   order   was   codified   by   the   neo-Confucians   who   then   positioned   pre-heaven   as 
describing   a   cosmic   set   of   archetypes   and   post-heaven   as   describing   the   cyclical   play   of   the 
trigrams   in   the   phenomenal   world. 
 
In   the   pre-heaven   arrangement,   each   trigram   is   opposite   its   inverse:   Qian   (Heaven)   and   Kun 
(Earth)   are   at   the   top   and   bottom;   Li   (Fire)   and   Kan   (Water)   are   at   the   two   sides   and   the   other 
trigrams   are   arranged   in   the   corners. 

 
Pre-heaven   Arrangement   of   Trigrams 
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In   the   post-heaven   arrangement,   Li   (Fire)   and   Kan   (Water)   take   the   places   of   Qian   and   Kun   and 
so   are   at   top   and   bottom   of   the   pattern.   The   other   trigrams   are   distributed   according   to   ancient 
notions   of   development   and   progression.   For   example,   Zhen   (Thunder),   in   the   left   side   position 
represents   the   impetus   of   a   new   day,   which   peaks   at   noon,   represented   by   Li   (Fire)   at   the   top. 
As   the   cycle   continues   in   a   clockwise   direction   we   see   Dui   (Lake)   for   evening   and   reach   Kan 
(water)   at   midnight. 

 
Post-heaven   Arrangement   of   Trigrams 

 
The   post-heaven   arrangement   is   shown   in   the   following   drawing   of   a   tomb   memorial   from   the 
900s.   It   depicts   the   trigrams   in   the   post-heaven   arrangement   contained   in   a   larger   cosmic 
context   including   the   four   archetypal   animals   of   the   directions   (Phoenix   as   South,   Tiger   as   West, 
Dark   Warrior   (tortoise   with   snake)   as   North,   and   Dragon   as   East)   and   the   zodiac   constellations. 
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Drawing   of   tomb   memorial   for   Du   Jiyuan,   940   CE 

(Images   from   Louis) 
 
For   our   purposes,   the   important   trigrams   are   Qian   ☰,   Kun   ☷,   Kan   ☵,   and   Li   ☲.   Qian   (Heaven) 
and   Kun   (Earth)   represent   True   Yang   and   True   Yin   (also   called   Pure   Yang   and   Pure   Yin).   They 
stand   for   the   primordial   sources   of   yin   and   yang   before   those   forces   are   elaborated   and   mixed 
up   in   the   phenomenal   world   or   ten   thousand   things.   As   yin   and   yang   become   manifest   in   the 
world,   the   primordial   forces   are   hidden   and   obscured:   Kan   (Water)   and   Li   (Fire)   represent 
manifest   Yang   and   Yin   as   they   appear   in   the   world.   Thus,   Kan   and   Li   take   the   primary   yin/yang 
positions   in   the   post-heaven   arrangement   of   the   trigrams. 
 
Symbolically,   the   Kan   and   Li   trigrams   show   their   essential   natures   via   the   middle   line   in   the 
trigrams.   Kan   (Water)   has   a   solid,   yang   middle   line   and   so   it   represents   yang   as   obscured   or 
hidden   in   the   world.   Similarly,   Li   (Fire)   has   a   broken,   yin   middle   line   and   thus   represents   yin   as   it 
manifests   in   the   world.   The   middle   line   of   a   trigram   is   known   as   its   ruler   and   represents   the   true 
yin   or   yang   state   of   that   trigram. 
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The   ten   thousand   things,   their   possible   relationships   and   situations,   are   represented   by   the   64 
hexagrams,   showing   all   possible   combinations   of   two   trigrams,   one   over   the   other.   Within   a 
hexagram,   each   of   the   six   lines   corresponds   to   a   state   or   relationship   embodied   in   the   situation 
described   by   the   hexagram:   the   middle,   ruling   line   of   the   upper   hexagram   corresponds   to   the 
situation   of   an   emperor   or   king.   The   middle,   ruling   line   of   the   lower   hexagram   corresponds   to 
the   situation   of   a   minister   or   other   representative   of   the   emperor. 
 
The   playing   out   of   yin   and   yang   as   they   become   manifest   also   happens   in   an   individual’s   life: 
Originally,   there   is   cosmic   unity   and   the   Dao.   From   this,   yin   and   yang   are   born   and   the 
individual’s   life   begins,   based   in   Pure   Yin   (Kun/Earth)   and   Pure   Yang   (Qian/Heaven).   As   time 
proceeds,   the   individual’s   life   becomes   manifest   and   Pure   Yin   and   Pure   Yang   are   mixed   in   with 
phenomenal   reality   and   appear   now   in   their   guises   of   Kan   (Water)   and   Li   (Fire).   From   those 
grow   the   ten   thousand   situations   an   individual   is   faced   with,   as   illustrated   by   the   64   hexagrams, 
and   eventually   the   individual’s   life   ends   in   death. 
 
The   process   of   Internal   Alchemy   reverses   this   course   and   is   known   as   the   “reverse   path”.   Using 
the   ten   thousand   situations   in   a   life,   the   practitioner   of   Internal   Alchemy   strengthens   the   hidden 
forces   of   yin   and   yang,   represented   by   Li   and   Kan.   And   via   a   process   of   successive   refinement, 
one’s   internal   vitality   ( jing ),   energy    (qi ),   and   spirit   ( shen )   are   made   more   pure   and   strong, 
eventually   leading   to   the   appearance   of   Pure   Yin   and   Pure   Yang.   These   can   then   unite,   leading 
to   “immortality”   for   the   individual. 
 
This   process   is   described   in   the   修真後辨     Xiuzhen   Houbian    ( Further   Discussions   on   Cultivating 
the   Real )   by   劉⼀明   Liu   Yiming,   translated   into   English   by   Fabrizio   Pregadio   as    Cultivating   The 
Tao .   The   following   passage   touches   on   True   Yin   and   Yang,   and   the   roles   of   Kan   and   Li: 
 

Precelestial   (pre-heaven)   Yin   and   Yang   are   Being   and   Non-Being;   postcelestial 
(post-heaven)   Yin   and   Yang   are   the   heart   and   the   kidneys.   The   Yin   and   Yang   of   Being 
and   Non-Being   have   no   form;   the   Yin   and   Yang   of   the   heart   and   the   kidneys   have 
images. 
 
Being   is   the   the   Yang   within   Kan   (Water)   ☵;   it   is   the   True   Yang   and   the   wondrous   Being. 
Non-Being   is   the   Yin   within   Li   (Fire)      ☲;   it   is   the   True   Yin   and   the   true   Emptiness... 
 
True   Yin   and   Yang   come   forth   from   the   precelestial   and   operate   within   Taiji.   False   Yin 
and   Yang   come   forth   from   the   postcelestial   and   are   stored   within   the   body. 
 
False   Yin   and   Yang   are   preserved   while   the   body   is   preserved   and   are   gone   when   the 
body   is   gone;   they   are   subject   to   damage.   True   Yin   and   Yang   come   forth   in   what   has   no 
form   and   operate   in   what   has   no   image:   they   are   indestructible. 

Cultivating   the   Tao ,   pg   49. 
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Zheng   Manqing   positioned   the   practice   of   taijiquan   as   an   Internal   Alchemy   practice.   See   his 
Treatise   11,   Sequence   of   the   Journey   for   his   extensive   discussion   on   the   role   of   taijiquan   as 
Internal   Alchemy.   In   this   treatise,   Zheng   again   builds   his   description   around   these   Internal 
Alchemy   ideas. 
 
From   the    Yijing ,   two   hexagrams   are   particularly   important:   numbers   63   and   64   which   use   Kan 
and   Li   in   their   two   possible   arrangements.   Hexagram   63   After   Crossing   Over   and   Hexagram   64 
Before   Crossing   Over   are   shown   below: 
 

Fire   Below   Water,  
After   Crossing   Over 

 
☵ 
☲ 

Water   Below   Fire,  
Before   Crossing   Over 

 
☲ 
☵ 

 
These   two   hexagrams   represent   development   in   internal   alchemy:   Water   Below   Fire   is   the   state 
of   normal   humans   where   Fire   is   found   in   the   middle   dantian,   heart   or   central   torso,   and   Water   is 
in   the   (lower)   dantian   and   lower   torso.   Naturally,   the   two   forces   separate:   Water   sinking   down 
and   Fire   flaming   up.   During   taijiquan   or   other   internal   alchemical   practice,   this   is   reversed   with 
Fire   sinking   to   the   dantian   and   heating   or   vaporizing   the   Water   which   is   then   above   the   Fire. 
This   process   drives   the   “reverse   path”   as    jing,   qi ,   and    shen    are   successively   refined   by 
circulating   them   up   the   spine   and   returning   down   the   front.   The   water   vapor   produced   by   the   fire 
motivates   this   process. 
 
The   middle   dantian   or   heart   area   is   often   associated   with   the   tiger,   a   fiery   animal,   and   the   lower 
dantian   with   the   dragon,   a   water   beast .   (In   Chinese   mythology,   dragons   live   in   the   rivers   and 6

oceans   and   are   responsible   for   rain   and   clouds,   unlike   western   associations   of   dragons   with 
fire).      Internal   Alchemy   directs   one   to   sink   the   tiger   and   raise   the   dragon,   thus   putting   the   two   in 
the   relationship   of   After   Crossing   Over.   “Immortality”,   the   achievement   of   Internal   Alchemy   is 
often   called   “taming   the   tiger,   subduing   the   dragon”. 
 
This   is   illustrated   in   the   following   image   called   形物相感之圖    Xing   Wu   Xiang   Gan   Zhi   Tu, 
Diagram   showing   the   Mutual   Sensations   of   Forms   and   Objects    included   in   an   alchemical   text 
from   the   1300s: 
 

6   Of   course,   some   Daoist   traditions   reverse   this   association. 
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(image:   Needham,   pg   103) 

 
Per   the   accompanying   verse,   the   diagram   shows 

The   Elegant   Girl   riding   the   Tiger   of   Lead; 
The   Master   of   Metal   astride   the   Dragon   of   Mercury 

 
This   illustrates   the   situation   Water   Below   Fire,   Before   Crossing   Over   since   the   dragon   is   below 
the   tiger.   Mercury   or   Cinnabar   is   identified   with   the    dan    or   elixir   produced   in   the   dantian;   lead   is 
identified   with   the   middle   dantian.   Fire   Below   Water,   After   Crossing   Over   is   hinted   at   by   the 
presence   of   flames   at   the   bottom   of   the   picture   and   clouds   at   the   top. 
 
Just   as   with   the   Daodejing,   a   scholar   like   Zheng   would   read   the   Yijing   in   conjunction   with   the 
accepted   reference   commentaries.   I’ve   included   a   translation   by   Richard   John   Lynn   of   the 
verses   for   these   hexagrams   along   with   Wang   Bi’s   commentary   in   the   appendix.  
 
From   that   commentary   on   the   hexagrams,   the   following   excerpts   are   relevant   to   Zheng’s 
discussions   in   this   treatise. 
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Hexagram   64,  
☲ 
☵ 
Weiji ,   Before   Crossing   Over 
 
Before   Crossing   Over   is   such   that   there   is   a   possibility   of   prevailing.   The   young   fox 
attempts   to   ferry   itself   across,   but   even   if   successful,   still   gets   its   tail   wet.   There   is 
nothing   beneficial   here. 
 
Wang   Bi:   The   soft   and   weak   (fifth   yin   line)   abides   in   centrality   (of   the   upper   trigram)   and 
does   not   oppose   itself   to   the   hard   and   strong   (second   yang   line   in   ruling   position   of   lower 
trigram).   It   draws   upon   the   strength   of   the   hard   and   strong   and   thereby   can   prevail... 
 
At   a   time   of   Before   Crossing   Over,   one   must   have   access   to   the   hard   and   strong... 
 
Although   they   are   not   in   their   rightful   positions,   the   hard   and   strong   and   the   soft   and 
weak   all   form   resonant   relationships. 
 
Hexagram   63, 
☵ 
☲ 
Jiji,    After   Crossing   Over 
 
After   Crossing   Over   is   such   that   even   the   small   benefit.   It   is   fitting   to   practice   constancy. 
In   the   beginning,   good   fortune   prevails,   in   the   end   there   may   be   chaos. 
 
Wang   Bi:   If   “the   hard   and   strong   and   the   soft   and   weak   behave   correctly   and   stay   in   their 
rightful   positions”,   evil   will   have   no   chance   to   occur.   Thus   only   when   such   rectitude 
prevails,   is   it   “fitting   to   practice   constancy”... 
 
It   is   by   the   soft   and   weak   obtaining   a   central   position   [middle   line   of   lower   trigram]   that 
one   can   prevail.   If   the   soft   and   weak   do   not   obtain   a   central   position,   even   if   the   hard 
and   strong   practice   rectitude,   this   still   results   in   After   Crossing   Over   unrealized.   Thus   the 
essential   requirement   of   After   Crossing   Over   lies   in   the   soft   and   weak   obtaining   a   central 
position.   If   one   were   to   misconstrue   Ferrying   Complete   to   mean   perfect   security,   its   Dao 
would   come   to   an   end   and   no   progress   would   occur,   so   that   in   the   end   only   chaos   would 
ensue.   This   is   why   the   text   says:   “Although   in   the   beginning   good   fortune   prevails,   things 
might   end   in   chaos.”   That   things   end   in   chaos   is   not   due   to   their   becoming   so   on   their 
own,   but   happens   because   of   one   ceasing   to   do   as   one   should.   Thus   the   text   says:   “If 
one   ends   up   ceasing   [to   practice   constancy   and   following   the   Middle],   chaos   will 
ensure.” 

 
With   this   background   in   place,   we   can   proceed   to   Zheng’s   treatise. 
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Translation 

专⽓致柔第三  

Concentrate   Qi,   Achieve   Softness,  

Treatise   3 

 

Translation   without   Commentary 

In   this   section,   I   include   Zheng’s   complete   treatise   without   any   explanations   or   commentary.   I 
have   made   a   few   minor   changes   to   make   the   text   more   approachable   without   the   explanations. 
For   the   line-by-line   translation   together   with   commentary,   see   the   next   section. 
 
Those   who   practice   taijiquan   specialize   in   [the   skill   of]   Qi   sinking   to   the   dantian.  
The   directive   “qi   sinks   to   the   dantian”   is   what   Laozi’s   saying   “concentrate   qi;   achieve 
softness”   means.   This   is   how   you   begin   work   on   your    gongfu .     Laozi   also   said:   “That 
which   is   soft   and   weak   is   the   follower   of   life;   That   which   is   hard   and   strong   is   the 
follower   of   death”. 
 
These   quotes   make   it   clear   that   the   path   of   preserving   life   is   nothing   more   than 
achieving   softness.   In   seeking   to   achieve   softness,   first   pursue   concentrating   qi. 
Concentrate   the   qi   via   the   dantian,   which   is   the   ground   for   achieving   perfection. 
That   the   Qi   can   sink   to   the   dantian   is   described   in   the    Yijing    hexagram   #63,   “Water-Fire 
After   Crossing   Over”.   [In   this   hexagram,]   Water   and   Fire   intersect.   Water   and   Fire 
represent   the   trigrams   Kan   and   Li. 
 
Fire   represents   the   fire   of   the    xin ,   with   flames   above.   Water   represents   the   water   of   the 
kidney,   moistening   below.   A   person’s   belly   holds   most   of   the   water   [in   the   body],   about 
70%.   If   one’s   nature   is   hard   and   strong,   that   runs   against   the   Dao.   And   is   also   in   direct 
opposition   to   using   softness   and   weakness   to   rectify   one’s   nature.  
 
The   middle   line   of   the   Fire   trigram   can   act   as   sovereign   or   minister! 
 
In   the   post-heaven   arrangement   of   trigrams   in   the    Yijing ,   the   Fire   trigram   represents   fire 
as   the   ruler   and   stands   for   fire   in   the   heart.   Such   fire   is   substantial   fire. 
 
In   the    Neijing     (Internal   Medicine   Classic ),   the   Fire   trigram   stands   for   fire   in   the    mingmen 
and   represents   fire   as   the   minister.   Such   fire   is   insubstantial   fire.  
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The   internal   organs   and   the   entire   body   follow   [the   energy   resulting]   from   fanning   the 
two   fires   of   the   ruler   and   the   minister.   There’s   not   one   place   these   fires   are   unable   to 
reach.   If   fire   is   excessive   [in   some   part   of   the   body],   then   there’s   disease.   Chinese 
medicine   calls   this    mou   chu   you   huo    (some   part   [of   the   body]   has   fire);   Western 
medicine   calls   this   inflammation. 
 
Thus,   it’s   clear   that   when   fire   is   spread   throughout   the   whole   body,   it   does   not   extinguish 
the   mass   power   of   water   [across   the   entire   body;   as   opposed   to   when   fire   is   excessive 
in   one   place   and   overcomes   the   water   in   that   place].  
 
If   a   person’s   body   is   lacking   fluid   content,   this   results   in   drying   up.   If   lacking   in   fire 
power,   then   digestive   problems   (dyspepsia)   result.   Water   and   fire   must   both   not   be 
lacking   and   also   not   excessively   hard   and   strong. 
 
If   one   lets   [fire   and   water]   take   the   shape   of   flames   above   and   moisture   below,   then   this 
is   what   the    Yijing    calls   “Water   Fire   Before   Crossing   Over”.   Can   the   result   of   this   be 
endured   for   very   long? 
  
Laozi   studied   the    Yijing    closely,   attaining   the   gaps   [understanding   even   what   isn't   said 
literally].   Teaching   the   inner   meaning   he   said:   “Concentrate   Qi;   Achieve   Softness”.   This 
describes   the   method   of   qi   sinking   to   the   dantian   and   together   with   the    xin    mutually 
guarding   each   other   there. 
 
The   dantian   is   the   stove   for   cooking   the   elixir   ( dan ).   The    xin    should   be   located   in   the 
center   of   the   stove   with   water   on   top.   Then   the   fire   warms   the   water,   without   allowing 
[moisture]   to   seep   downwards.   This   is   when   the   reverse   path   attains   the   marvelous 
application   of   transforming   qi.   [When]   water   is   above   and   fire   is   below,   then   water 
benefits   fire   and   keeps   it   from   flaming   upward   which   would   cause   harm.   This   is   when 
the   reverse   path   attains   the   merit   of   transforming   by   cultivating   warmth.   This   is   called 
Water   and   Fire   After   Crossing   Over.   Then   the   work   of   concentrating   qi   to   achieve 
softness   is   accomplished!   Don’t   allow   water   and   fire   to   run   contrary   to   this   path! 
 
Some   say   they   understand   the   meaning   of   Water   Fire   After   Crossing   Over   [but   still   ask] 
what   use   is   concentrating   qi   and   achieving   softness?      I   say   the   results   of   Concentrating 
Qi   are   the   highest   possible.   For   the   moment,   let   me   simply   declare   those   results 
outstanding   because   of   the   following. 
 
First,   the   dantian   [can   be   thought   of]   as   nothing   more   than   a   sack   of   qi.   If   the   qi   doesn’t 
sink   to   the   dantian,   then   the   bag   deflates   and   doesn’t   open.   And   so   even   if   you   had   a 
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dantian,   you’d   be   unable   to   use   it.   And   even   if   you   try   with   the    xin    and   fire   together   to 
transport   [the   qi]   to   fill   the   dantian,   you   won’t   be   able   to   achieve   this   either. 
 
Next,   if   the    xin    and   qi   are   not   mutually   interdependent,   then,   they   will   be   vague   and 
confused,   unable   to   focus   the   power   of   the   mind.   And   then,   [in   such   confusion],   how   will 
you   know   if   the   qi   and    xin    reach   the   dantian   or   not?   Therefore,   in   concentrating   the   qi   to 
sink   to   the   dantian,   one   must   be   certain   that   qi   and    xin    mutually   guard   each   other.   Only 
then   can   one   achieve   softness! 
 
The   Taijiquan   Classics   have   the   sayings   “With   the    xin ,   mobilize   the   qi;      With   the   qi, 
move   the   body.      Qi   permeates   the   entire   body.” 
 
[It   is   critical]   not   to   make   a   single   error   in   “qi   sinks   to   dantian”.   Only   then   can   one   speak 
of   the   achievement   of   mobilizing   the   qi   and   moving   the   qi. 
 
However,   this   is   only   one   part   of   the   function   of   concentrating   qi.   I’ve   said   “concentrate 
qi   and   understand   it!”   What   are   the   health   benefits   resulting   from   [concentrating   qi]?  
 
Laozi   already   explained   this   saying:   “By   concentrating   qi   to   achieve   softness,   can   you 
be   like   an   infant?”      An   infant   is   a   growing   human   sprout   whose    yi    is   unceasingly   directed 
to   nurturing   life.   Thus   the   infant   is   soft   and   weak,   like   the   sprouts   of   grass   and   trees.   As 
an   infant   matures   and   reaches   old   age,   it   no   longer   has   the    yi    of   nurturing   life.   And   then 
becomes   hard   and   strong!   When   a   tree   is   strong   and   easy   to   break,   this   is   “not   far   from 
death”. 
 
The   fundamental   characteristic   of   an   infant   is   having   soft   sinews.   When   a   person   is   “not 
far   from   death”   and   still   hopes   to   return   to   infancy,   concentrate   the   qi   to   achieve 
softness,   that   is   all!   To   save   the   situation   [for   a   person   “not   far   from   death”],   turn   to   the 
path   of   complete   reversal   and   extend   life   by   overcoming   death.   Nothing   goes   beyond 
the   achievement   of   “Water   Fire   After   Crossing   Over”! 
 
I   now   describe   the   theory   of   the   final   stage.   The   Taijiquan   Classics   open   saying   “Qi 
should   be   excited   and   set   into   motion,   rippling   outwards   ( gudang) ;   the    shen    should   be 
gathered   internally.”   And   conclude   saying   “ Yi    is   on   the   spirit   of   vitality,   not   on   the   qi;   If 
the    Yi    is   on   the   qi,   then   it   becomes   stagnant.   Having   qi,   then   there   will   be   no   hard   and 
rigid   force   ( li ).   Moving   beyond   even   qi,   then   there   is   pure   hardness.”   Through   this,   one 
can   understand   the   final   stage! 
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Gudang    means   that   my   qi   and   the   qi   of   the   air   around   me   touch   each   other   and   sway 
together.   With    gudang,    you   begin   moving   towards   “Mobilize   qi   and   move   qi”   and   “Qi 
permeates   the   entire   body”.   “ Shen    gathered”   is   the   next   step   towards   the   achievement 
of   “concentrating   qi”.   By   reaching   the   extreme   of   concentrating   qi,   one   can   achieve   the 
stage   of   “refining    jing    transforming   into   qi”.   However,   “refining    jing    transforming   into   qi” 
Is   still   not   enough   to   reach   the   state   of   simple   unified   pure   yang. 
 
As   far   as   the   phrase   “ yi    depends   on    jingshen ,   not   on   the    qi;    With   non-qi,   there   is   pure 
hardness”   goes,   with   this,   one   reaches   the   final   step,   the   culmination!   Taijiquan   practice 
can   allow   one   to   achieve   the   state   of   simple   unified   pure   yang!   This   is   done   by   following 
Laozi’s   theory   of   “concentrate   qi;   achieve   softness”   from   the   beginning   to   the   end.   If   one 
can   do   this,   then   [one   attains   the   results   of]   the   theory   of   “eliminating   disease; 
prolonging   life”. 
 
This   is   the   final   stage! 

Annotated   text   of   Treatise   3 

This   section   has   the   complete   line-by-line   translation   of   Zheng’s   text   together   with   discussion 
and   commentary   that,   I   hope,   helps   the   reader   gain   a   deeper   understanding   of   Zheng’s 
meaning   and   the   context   in   which   he   places   his   thoughts. 
 

太极拳之特⻓者。 
乃⽓沉丹⽥也。  
Those   who   practice   taijiquan   specialize   in   [the   skill   of] 
Qi   sinking   to   the   dantian.  
 
⽓沉丹⽥。  
即⽼⽒所谓专⽓致柔之着⼿功夫。  
The   directive   “qi   sinks   to   the   dantian” 
Is   what   Laozi’s   saying   “concentrate   qi;   achieve   softness”   means. 
This   is   how   you   begin   work   on   your    gongfu . 
 
所谓柔弱者。⽣之徒。  
刚强者。   死之徒也。 
Laozi   also   said:   “That   which   is   soft   and   weak   is   the   follower   of   life; 
That   which   is   hard   and   strong   is   the   follower   of   death”. 
 
可⻅摄⽣之道。 
致柔⽽已。  
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These   quotes   make   it   clear   that   the   path   (dao)   of   preserving   life 
Is   nothing   more   than   achieving   softness. 
 
欲致柔。务先专⽓。 
专⽓以⽌于⾄善之地者。   丹⽥也。  
In   seeking   to   achieve   softness,   first   pursue   concentrating   qi. 
Concentrate   the   qi   via   the   dantian,   which   is   the   ground   for   achieving   perfection. 

 

Discussion 

 
Zheng   starts   this   treatise   off   quoting   both   Laozi   chapter   10   (“concentrate   qi;   achieve   softness”) 
and   chapter   76   (“soft   and   weak   followers   of   life;   hard   and   strong   followers   of   death”).   As   it   turns 
out,   he   reverses   the   order   of   the   lines   from   chapter   76   and   changes   the   2nd   line   to   “hard   and 
strong”   from   “rigid   and   strong”.   This   is   presumably   a   result   of   quoting   from   memory.   And   as   I   sit 
here   typing   on   my   laptop,   easily   pulling   up   references   online   and   from   my   books, 
double-checking   my   quotes,   and   copying   and   pasting   to   rearrange   and   edit   my   content,   I’m 
astonished   at   the   achievement   of   being   able   to   write   in   ink   and   brush   calligraphy,   without 
corrections   or   edits,   interspersing   original   thoughts   with   quotes   from   the   classics,   even   if   those 
quotes   are   sometimes   slightly   “inaccurate”. 
 
The   last   two   lines   (“to   achieve   softness   pursue   concentrating   qi   /   Concentrate   qi   via   the   dantian, 
the   ground   for   achieving   perfection”)   allude   to   the   Confucian   classic    Daxue ,    The   Great   Learning . 
The    Daxue ,   along   with   the    Zhongyong ,    Application   of   the   Center    (commonly   called    Doctrine   of 
the   Mean )   is   one   of   the   “classics”   that   was   promoted   by   Zhu   Xi   and   the   neo-Confucians   in   the 
1100s   to   be   part   of   the   core   canon   and   attributed   to   Confucius.   Prior   to   that   promotion,   these 
texts   were   simply   part   of   the   large   compendium    Liji    or    Book   of   Rites . 
 
Zheng   expects   that,   just   as   with   the   Laozi   or    Yijing ,   his   educated   audience   would   have 
memorized   the    Daxue    and   would   recognize   quotes   from   it.   Such   quotes   are   often   used   as 
chengyu    or    gudingcizu,    “fixed   expressions”   or   “set   phrases”:   idiomatic   phrases,   often   four 
characters   in   length,   that   are   always   quoted   verbatim   and   that   in   general   cannot   be   understood 
without   knowing   the   original   context   and   the   layers   of   meaning   accumulated   in   the   phrase   by 
centuries   of   use. 
 
In   this   case,   when   Zheng   refers   to   “achieving   perfection”,   he   references   the   first   line   of   the 
Daxue    which   lists   three   moral   qualities   that   a   serious   person   should   work   to   achieve.   In   the 
translation   below,   ⽌於⾄善   is   rendered   as   “Coming   to   rest   at   the   limit   of   the   good”.   In   my 
translation   of   Zheng’s   writing,   I   rendered   these   same   words   as   “achieving   perfection”.   “Coming 
to   rest   at   the   limit   of   the   good”   is   a   more   literal   translation,   but   like   many    chengyu ,   the   literal 
meaning   doesn’t   immediately   convey   the   meaning   of   the   phrase.   The    Daxue    begins: 
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⼤學之道， 
在明明德， 
在親⺠， 
在⽌於⾄善 
The   Dao   of   Great   Learning   lies   in  
making   bright   virtue   brilliant;  
making   the   people   new;  
coming   to   rest   at   the   limit   of   the   good 

(Eno   translation) 
 
 
The   commentary   in   the    Daxue    on   this   quality   includes   the   following 

The   Poetry   Classic   says   “Many   the   twittering   orioles,   Coming   to   rest   on   the   crest   of   the 
hill.” 
The   Master   [Confucius]   comments:   “‘Coming   to   rest’   –   they   know   where   to   come   to   rest. 
Can   we   believe   that   human   beings   are   not   so   good   as   birds?” 

(Eno) 
 
The   rest   of   the    Daxue    then   amplifies   these   three   moral   qualities   and   describes   Eight   Stages   for 
achieving   them.   By   including   this   quote,   Zheng   again   positions   taijiquan   as   a   path   of 
self-cultivation   and   enlightenment. 
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

⽓能沉于丹⽥。  
即易所谓⽔⽕既济。  
That   the   Qi   can   sink   to   the   dantian 
Is   described   in   the    Yi    [ Yijing ]   saying   “Water-Fire   After   Crossing   Over”   [hexagram 
63]. 
 
⽔⽕相交。 
⽔⽕者。   即坎离也。  
[In   hexagram   63,   After   Crossing   Over]   Water   and   Fire   intersect. 
Water   and   Fire   represent   the   trigrams   Kan   and   Li. 
 
离⼼⽕。   炎上。  
坎肾⽔。润下。 
Li   represents   fire   of   the    xin ,   with   flames   above. 
Kan   represents   the   water   of   the   kidney,   moistening   below. 
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Discussion 

 
Zheng   next   references   the    Yijing    hexagrams   Before   and   After   Crossing   Over.   He   correlates   the 
Fire   trigram,   Li,   with   the   heart-mind   and   the   Water   trigram,   Kan,   with   the   kidneys   and   tells   us 
that   After   Crossing   Over,   fire   or   the   heart-mind,   has   sunk   to   the   dantian. 
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

背道⽽驰。性各刚强。  
与柔弱正复相反。 
If   one’s   nature   is   hard   and   strong,   that   runs   against   the   Dao 
And   is   also   in   direct   opposition   to   using   softness   and   weakness   to   rectify   one’s 
nature. 
 
⼈之腹中⽔独多。   居⼗之七。  
A   person’s   belly   holds   most   of   the   water   [in   the   body],   about   70%. 
 
⽕⼆。   君相⽽已。 
Fire   2   [acts   as]   sovereign   or   minister! 

Discussion 

In   a   trigram,   the   middle   line   is   the   “ruling”   line.   In   a   hexagram,   the   5th   line   (from   the   bottom) 
represents   the   role   of   the   ruler   or   sovereign   and   the   2nd   line   represents   the   role   of   a   minister 
who   reports   to   and   carries   out   the   instructions   of   the   sovereign .  7

 
In   hexagram   64,   Before   Crossing   Over,   Li   is   the   upper   trigram   and   so   its   ruling   middle   yin   line 
represents   the   sovereign.   Kan   is   the   lower   trigram   and   so   its   ruling   middle   yang   line   represents 
the   minister.   Similarly,   in   Hexagram   63,   After   Crossing   Over,   Li   is   the   lower   trigram   with   its   ruling 
middle   line   corresponding   to   the   minister   with   Kan’s   middle   line   corresponding   to   the   sovereign. 
 
Zheng   goes   on   to   identify   the   two   roles   for   fire,   via   the   Li   trigram,   as   corresponding   to   the   ruling 
substantial   fire   of   the   heart-mind   or   to   the   supporting   insubstantial   fire   of   the    mingmen  . 8

 
At   the   cost   of   adding   a   lot   of   words   and   interpretation,   I   could   have   read   the   line 

Fire   2   acts   as   sovereign   or   minister! 

7   See   Lim   pg   63ff   and   Shaughnessey   pg   xviii   for   more   details   on   the   roles   of   lines   in   a   trigram   or 
hexagram. 
8   The    mingmen    is   a   “gate”   located   in   the   lower   back,   at   the   apex   of   the   lumbar   curve   of   the   spine.   It 
corresponds   to   the   lower   dantian   in   the   front   of   the   body.   Opening   the    mingmen    so   that   energy   can   flow 
through   it   up   the   spine   is   one   of   the   steps   of   the   通三关    Tong   Sanguan ,   Clearing   the   Three   Passes   stage 
of   Internal   Alchemy.    Tong   sanguan    precedes   the   “Firing   Time”   stage   that   Zheng   references   towards   the 
end   of   this   Treatise. 
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As 
The   middle   (2nd)   line   of   the   Fire   trigram,   Li,   acts   as   the   sovereign   or   minister,   depending 
on   whether   Fire   is   the   upper   trigram,   as   in   Before   Crossing   Over,   or   the   lower   trigram,   as 
in   After   Crossing   Over.   This   means   that   Fire   will   have   different   roles   depending   on 
whether   the   practitioner   has   achieved   “sinking   qi   to   dantian”,   i.e.,   whether   the 
practitioner   is   in   the   state   of   Before   or   After   Crossing   Over. 

 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

易后天卦。  
离为君⽕。 
即⼼⽕。  
为实⽕也。 
In   the   post-heaven   arrangement   of   trigrams   in   the    Yijing , 
Li   represents   fire   as   the   ruler    and 9

Stands   for   fire   in   the   heart. 
Such   fire   is   substantial   ( shi )   fire. 
 
内经命⻔⽕。 
即相⽕。 
为虚⽕也。  
In   the    Neijing     (Internal   Medicine   Classic ),   Li   stands   for   fire   in   the    mingmen    and 
Represents   fire   as   the   minister . 10

Such   fire   is   insubstantial   ( xu )   fire.  
 
五脏六腑以及周⾝。 
因君相⼆⽕之煽拂。  
⽆⼀处⾮⽕之所不能到。 
The   five    zang    and   six    fu    (the   internal   organs)   and   the   entire   body 
Follow   [the   energy   resulting]   from   fanning   the   two   fires   of   the   ruler   and   the 
minister. 
There’s   not   one   place   these   fires   are   unable   to   reach. 
 
⽕盛则病。 
国医所谓某处有⽕。  
西医所谓某处发炎。  
If   fire   is   excessive   [in   some   part   of   the   body],   then   there’s   disease. 

9   Fire   as   the   ruler   corresponds   to   Before   Crossing   Over 
10   Fire   as   the   minister   corresponds   to   After   Crossing   Over. 
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National   medicine   (Chinese   medicine)   calls   this    mou   chu   you   huo    (some   part   [of 
the   body]   has   fire); 
Western   medicine   calls   this   inflammation. 
 
可⻅⽕虽散乎周⾝。 
亦不灭⽔之⼒之聚也。 
Thus,   it’s   clear   that   when   fire   is   spread   throughout   the   whole   body,  
it   does   not   extinguish   the   mass   power   of   water 
[across   the   entire   body;   as   opposed   to   when   fire   is   excessive   in   one   place   and 
overcomes   the   water   in   that   place].  
 
如⼈⾝缺少⽔份。 
则便⼲枯。  
If   a   person’s   body   is   lacking   fluid   content  
Then   this   results   in   drying   up. 
 
缺少⽕⼒。  
则消化不良。  
If   lacking   in   fire   power, 
Then   digestive   problems   (dyspepsia)   result. 
 
⽔⽕既不可缺。 
⼜不可过于刚强。  
Water   and   fire   must   both   not   be   lacking 
And   also   not   excessively   hard   and   strong. 
 
若任其性。 
炎上润下。  
即易所谓⽔⽕未济。 
其能耐久⻓之⽤乎。  
If   one   lets   [fire   and   water]   take   the   shape   of 
Flames   above   and   moisture   below 
This   is   what   the    Yijing    calls   “Water   Fire   Before   Crossing   Over”. 
Can   the   result   of   this   be   endured   for   very   long? 
 
 
⽼⽒读易得间。 
师其意⽈。 
专⽓致柔。 
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即⽓沉丹⽥与⼼相守之法。  
Laozi   studied   the    Yijing    closely,   attaining   the   gaps   [understanding   even   what   it 
doesn’t   say   literally] 
Teaching   the   inner   meaning   he   said: 
“Concentrate   Qi;   Achieve   Softness”. 
This   describes   the   method   of   qi   sinking   to   the   dantian   and   together   with   the    xin 
mutually   guarding   each   other   there. 
 
丹⽥者。   丹灶也。  
⼼在灶中。⽔在上。  
是以⽕温⽔。 
不致就下为患。  
反得化⽓之妙⽤。 
The   dantian   is   the   stove   for   cooking   the   elixir   ( dan ). 
The    xin    should   be   located   in   the   center   of   the   stove   with   water   on   top. 
Then   the   fire   warms   the   water. 
Without   allowing   [moisture]   to   seep   downwards. 
This   is   when   the   reverse   path   attains   the   marvelous   application   of   transforming 
qi. 

Discussion 

Zheng   here   positions   taijiquan   as   an   Internal   Alchemy   practice.   The   “reverse   path”   is   one   of   the 
main   stages   in   the   work   of   Internal   Alchemy:   see   discussion   above   and   in   Treatise   11   for   more 
details.   Transforming   qi,    huaqi,    is   probably   a   reference   to   the   process   of   炼精化氣    Lianjing 
Huaqi    --   refining   vital   energy   ( jing ),   transforming   [into]   qi   --   the   first   step   in   the   Firing   Time   stage 
of   Internal   Alchemy. 
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

⽔在上。   ⽕在下。  
是以⽔济⽕。  
不致炎上为害。 
反得温养之化⼯。  
[When]   water   is   above   and   fire   is   below 
Then   water   benefits   fire 
And   keeps   it   from   flaming   upward   which   would   cause   harm. 
This   is   when   the   reverse   path   attains   the   merit   of   transforming   by   cultivating 
warmth. 
 
谓之坎离既济。⽔⽕既济。 
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则专⽓致柔之功成矣。  
不令⽔⽕背道⽽驰矣。  
This   is   called   Kan   and   Li   After   Crossing   Over   or   Water   and   Fire   After   Crossing 
Over. 
Then   the   work   of   concentrating   qi   to   achieve   softness   is   accomplished! 
Don’t   allow   water   and   fire   to   run   contrary   to   this   path! 
 
或⽈⽔⽕既济。则知之矣。 
何⽤专⽓⽅能致柔。  
Some   say   they   understand   the   meaning   of   Water   Fire   After   Crossing   Over 
[but   still   ask]   what   use   is   concentrating   qi   and   achieving   softness?  
 
⽈。   专⽓之⽤莫⼤焉。 
姑约⾔其尤者。  
I   say   the   results   of   Concentrating   Qi   are   the   highest   possible. 
For   the   moment,   let   me   simply   declare   those   results   outstanding   because   of   the 
following. 
 
⼀、丹⽥者。 
不过若⼀⽓囊⽿。  
First,   the   dantian   [can   be   thought   of]   as 
Nothing   more   than   a   sack   of   qi. 
 
如⽓不沉丹⽥。 
则囊瘪⽽不开。  
然虽有丹⽥不能⽤也。  
If   the   qi   doesn’t   sink   to   the   dantian, 
Then   the   bag   deflates   and   doesn’t   open   ( kai ). 
And   so   even   if   you   had   a   dantian,   you’d   be   unable   to   use   it. 
 
纵欲以⼼⽕相运。  
注乎丹⽥。   亦不可得也。  
And   even   if   you   try   with   the    xin    and   fire   together   to   transport   [the   qi] 
To   fill   the   dantian,   you   won’t   be   able   to   achieve   this   either. 
 
⼀、⼼若不与⽓相依。 
则渺茫⽆所注其⼼⼒。 
⼜安知其能到丹⽥与否。 
Next,   if   the    xin    and   qi   are   not   mutually   interdependent, 
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Then,   they   will   be   vague   and   confused,   unable   to   focus   the   power   of   the   mind. 
And   then,   [in   such   confusion],   how   will   you   know   if   the   qi   and    xin    reach   the 
dantian   or   not? 
 
 
是以专⽓沉于丹⽥。  
尤须与⼼相守。 
⽅可致柔矣。  
Therefore,   in   concentrating   the   qi   to   sink   to   the   dantian 
One   must   be   certain   that   qi   and    xin    mutually   guard   each   other. 
Only   then   can   one   achieve   softness! 
 
太极拳论。 
所谓以⼼⾏⽓。  
以⽓运⾝。  
   ⽓遍周⾝之类。  
The   Taijiquan   Treatise   (Taijiquan   Lun)   has   the   sayings 
“With   the    xin ,   mobilize   the   qi; 
   With   the   qi,   move   the   body. 
   Qi   permeates   the   entire   body.” 

Discussion 

When   Zheng   quotes   the   taijiquan   classics,   he   frequently   refers   to   either   the    quanpu    “boxing 
manual”   or   the    lun    “treatise”   even   when   his   quotes   are   not   from   the   work   we   currently   know   as 
the   Taijiquan   Treatise.   In   this   case,   the   first   two   quotes   are   from   the   opening   passage   of   the 
work   known   as       ⼗三勢⾏功⼼解,    Mental   Elucidation   of   the   Thirteen   Postures ,   or    Exposition   of 
Insights   into   the   Thirteen   Postures .   (Thirteen   Postures   is   an   alternate   name   for   taijiquan.)   This 
work   begins: 

以⼼⾏氣。務令沉着。 
乃能收斂⼊⻣。 
以氣運⾝。務令順遂。 
乃能便利從⼼。 
With   the    xin ,   mobilize   the   qi;   being   sure   to   make   it   sink. 
Then   it   can   be   contained   and   gather,   entering   the   bones. 
With   the   qi,   move   the   body;   being   sure   to   make   it   compliant   and   smooth. 
Then   it   can   easily   follow   the    xin . 
 

Davis   translates   Chen   Weiming’s   commentary   on   these   lines   saying: 
 

“Using   the    xin    to   mobilize   the   qi”   means   the    yi    arrives   and   the   qi   also   arrives... 
“Using   the   qi   to   move   the   body”   means   when   the   qi   moves,   the   body   also   moves.   The   qi 
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must   be   compliant,   then   the   body   can   easily   follow   the    xin . 
( Davis,   pg   123 ) 

 
The   third   line   “Qi   permeates   the   entire   body”   is   another   almost   exact   quote   from   the   classics. 
“Qi   permeates/throughout   the   body”   (same   phrase   as   Zheng’s   quote   only   missing   the   qualifier 
周   entire/complete   and   using   two   characters   for   body   instead   of   one)   appears   in   the    Mental 
Elucidation.    It’s   not   associated   with   the   other   two   phrases,   but   appears   in   a   parenthetical   note 
attached   to   the   saying   about   the   pearl   with   nine-bends: 
 

⾏氣如九曲珠。 
無往不利。 
(氣遍⾝軀之謂） 
Mobilize   the   qi   like   a   nine-bend   pearl.  
[Then   you’ll   be]   always   successful   in   every   endeavour. 
([this   is   described   in   the]   saying   “Qi   permeates   the   body”) 

 
The   phrase   ”always   successful   in   every   endeavour”   is   a    chengyu    or   fixed   idiom,   sometimes 
translated   as   “going   smoothly   everywhere;   always   successful”.   These   idioms   can   almost   never 
be   translated   literally.   This   phrase   literally   says   something   like   “not   going,   not   smooth”   or   “no 
goal,   not   benefiting”.  
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

⽆⼀⾮⽓沉丹⽥。 
⽽后可以⾔运⽓⾏⽓之功也。 
[It   is   critical]   not   to   make   a   single   error   in   “qi   sinks   to   dantian”. 
Only   then   can   one   speak   of   the   achievement   of   mobilizing   the   qi   and   moving   the 
qi. 
 
此专⽓作⽤之⼀斑⽿。 
⽈。   专⽓。   则知之矣。 
对于⾝体裨益之究竟。   ⼜何如。 
However,   this   is   only   one   part   of   the   function   of   concentrating   qi. 
I’ve   said   “concentrate   qi   and   understand   it!” 
What   are   the   health   benefits   resulting   from   [concentrating   qi]?  

 
⽈。   ⽼⽒已⾃解之焉。 
⽈。   专⽓致柔。   能婴⼉乎。 
Laozi   already   explained   this 
Saying:   “By   concentrating   qi   to   achieve   softness,   can   you   be   like   an   infant?”  
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婴⼉者。   ⼈类之苗种也。  
⽣⽣之意未已。  
是以柔⽽且弱。  
亦犹草⽊之萌芽矣。  
An   infant   is   a   growing   human   sprout 
Whose    yi    is   unceasingly   directed   to   nurturing   life 
Thus   the   infant   is   soft   and   weak, 
Like   the   sprouts   of   grass   and   trees. 

Discussion 

These   lines   references   Laozi   Chapter   10   and   the   image   of   being   like   an   infant. 
 
I’ve   translated   ⽣⽣    shengsheng    as   “nurturing   life”.   As   a   single   character,    sheng    means   give 
birth   to,   grow,   living,   light   /   ignite.   As   a   pair   of   characters,    shengsheng    means   reproduce, 
generation   after   generation,   cycle   of   reincarnation.   The   phrase   养⽣    yangsheng    references 
longevity   and   vital   energy   practices   of   Internal   Alchemy   and   Daoism.   Given   the   Daoist   meaning 
of    yangsheng ,   I’ve   read    shengsheng    as   a   similar   reference   and   used   “nurturing   life”. 
Alternatively,   the   first   two   lines   could   read   “An   infant   is   a   growing   human   sprout,   generation   after 
generation    yi    unceasing”,   or   “An   infant   is   a   growing   human   sprout,   through   the   cycle   of 
reincarnation    yi    without   end”.   But,   neither   of   those   seem   to   fit   the   meaning   and   context   of 
Zheng’s   discussion.  
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

及其壮⽽⾄于⽼。  
不复有⽣⽣之意。 
则刚强矣。 
As   an   infant   matures   and   reaches   old   age, 
It   no   longer   has   the    yi    of   nurturing   life 
And   then   becomes   hard   and   strong!  
 
 
若⽊强⽽易折。 
去死不远。 
When   a   tree   is   strong   and   easy   to   break, 
This   is   “not   far   from   death”. 

Discussion 

Zheng   now   references   Laozi   76   and   its   images   of   the   tree   that   can   be   snapped   or   broken. 
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
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以去死不远之⼈。 
其复能婴⼉乎。 
When   a   person   is   similarly   “not   far   from   death”, 
How   can   that   person   become   like   an   infant? 
 
婴⼉之体。  
浑⼀纯阳⽽已。 
纯阳即⽓旺。  
⽓旺则⾎⾜。 
⽓旺⾎⾜。则筋柔。 
An   infant’s   body 
Is   simple   and   pure,   unified   pure   yang,   that   is   all! 
Pure   yang   means   that   the   qi   flourishes. 
When   the   qi   flourishes,   then   the   blood   is   ample. 
When   the   qi   flourishes   and   the   blood   is   ample,   the   sinews   ( jin )   are   soft. 

 
筋柔者。婴⼉之特征也。  
以去死不远之⼈。  
犹有还童之望者。 
专⽓之致柔⽽已。 
The   fundamental   characteristic   of   an   infant   is   having   soft   sinews. 
When   a   person   is   “not   far   from   death”   and   still   hopes   to   return   to   infancy, 
Concentrate   the   qi   to   achieve   softness,   that   is   all! 
 
挽狂澜于既倒。 
续慧命之将绝。  
亦不出乎⽔⽕既济之功⽽已。  
To   save   the   situation   [for   a   person   “not   far   from   death”],   turn   to   the   path   of 
complete   reversal 
And   extend   life   by   overcoming   death 
Nothing   goes   beyond   the   achievement   of   “Water   Fire   After   Crossing   Over”! 
 
余是以论其究竟。 
在太极拳开卷⽈。 
⽓宜⿎荡。   神宜内敛。  
终之⽈。 
意在精神。   不在⽓。 
在⽓则滞。 
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有⽓则⽆⼒。 
⽆⽓则纯刚。  
则可以知之矣。  
I   now   describe   the   theory   of   the   final   stage. 
The   Taijiquan   Classics   open   saying 
“Qi   should   be    gudang ;   the    shen    should   be   gathered   internally.” 
And   conclude   saying 
“ Yi    is   on   the    jingshen ,   not   on   the   qi; 
If   the    Yi    is   on   the   qi,   then   it   becomes   stagnant. 
Having   Qi,   then   there   will   be   non- li . 
With   non- qi ,   then   there   is   pure   hardness   ( chun   gang ).” 
Through   this,   one   can   understand   the   final   stage! 
 
⿎荡即以我之⽓与空⽓ 相摩荡。 11

则有进乎  
运⽓⾏⽓。  
⽓遍周⾝矣。 
Gudang    means   that   my   qi   and   the   qi   of   the   air    around   me   touch   each   other   and 12

sway   together. 
With    gudang,    you   begin   moving   towards 
“Mobilize   qi   and   move   qi”   and 
“Qi   permeates   the   entire   body”.  

Discussion 

 
The   first   quote   Zheng   that   gives   from   the   Taijiquan   Classics,   “Qi   should   be    gudang ;    shen    should 
be   gathered   internally”,   is   from   the   opening   lines   of   the   Taijiquan   Classic   attributed   to   Zhang 
Sanfeng.   The   second   quote   is   from   the    Mental   Elucidation    and   appears   near   the   end   of   that 
text.   The    Mental   Elucidation    is   often   one   of   the   last   texts   included   in   editions   of   the   overall 
Taijiquan   Classics.   Zheng   is   presumably   alluding   to   this   order   when   he   talks   about   how   the 
Classics   open   and   close. 
 
The   first   quote   tells   us   that   the   qi   should   take   on   the   quality   of    gudang ,   often   translated   as 
“excited”.   But,    gudang    in   the   context   does   not   really   mean   what   I   understand   by   “excited”.   To   my 
mind,   a   better   explanation   in   this   context   would   be   “set   into   motion,   rippling   outward”,   or 
“resonating   together   with   the   energies   around   you,   rippling   and   swaying”. 
 

11 
12    空⽓    kong   qi    is   literally   “empty   qi”   and   means   the   atmosphere   or   the   air   around   a   person. 
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Davis   in   her   annotated   edition   of   the   Classics   describes    gudang    and   quotes   from   Chen   Weiming 
and   Zheng.   She   notes   that    gudang    is   the   quality   that   keeps   the   qi   from   becoming   stagnant, 
which   would   both   impede   skill   at   taijiquan   and   result   in   discomfort   and   health   problems: 

Yang   Chengfu   commented   “If   the   qi   is   not   stagnant   [i.e.   is    gudang ],   then   it   is   like   the   sea 
wind   which   blows   the   waves.”   Dong   Yingjie   similarly   explained   “It   is   like   a   slight   wind 
stirring   the   waters   of   a   lake,   which   successively   rises   and   falls.” 
 
When   [ gudang ]   is   read   as   a   compound   word,   it   means   “to   excite.”   The   word    gu    by   itself 
means   a   drum,   or   to   drum,   rouse,   vibrate,   stir   up,   sound,   blow   as   with   a      bellows,   or 
agitate...   The   word    dang    means   to   swing,   sway,   rock   (back   and   forth),   wash,   or   toss 
about.   The   characteristic   of    dang    is   a   responsiveness   to   outside   force,   such   as   the   way 
a   drum-skin   vibrates   or   water   stirs. 
 
Chen   Weiming   describes    gudang    at   length   in   his   book    The   Art   of   Taijiquan : 

The    qi    sinks,   the    yao    is   relaxed,   the   belly   completely   empty,   the   chest   contained, 
the   back   raised,   shoulders   sunk,   elbows   dropped ,   and   the   joints   all   relaxed 13

open.   Movement   and   stillness,   emptiness   and   fullness,   inhaling   and   exhaling, 
opening   and   closing,   hard   and   soft,   slow   and   fast;   all   of   the   above   combined 
together   are    gudang ... 
 
From   the   connection   of   the    xin    and   the    qi    comes   the   transformation   of   yin   and 
yang.   It   is   like   the   frightening   waves   of   a   hurricane--clouds   moving   and   water 
flowing.   It   is   like   “hawks   flying   and   fish   leaping”,   “a   hare   running   and   a   falcon 
swooping   down   to   catch   it”,   “now   sinking,   now   rising”,   or   “suddenly   hidden, 
suddenly   appearing.”    Gudang    of   the   atmosphere   is   the   unfathomable   wind   and 
clouds... 

 
Zheng   Manqing   also   commented   on   the   concept   of    gudang   ...    using   the   common   “root 
and   branch”   paradigm: 

To   use   the    qi    to   move   the   body   is   the   “root”   and   is   internal.    Gudang    is   the 
“branch”   and   is   external.   “Gathered   within”   is   stillness;   “ gudang”    is   movement. 
They   are   able   to   respond   to   each   other   and   unite   as   one.   However    gudang    is   not 
only   about   one’s   own    qi    being    gudang .   I   must   also   make   my    qi   gudang    together 
with   that   of   the   rest   of   the   world. 

Davis,   pg   90ff,   with   minor   edits 
 
Dang    appears   along   with   hard   and   soft   as   part   of   the    Yijing    in   the    Xi   Ci   Appended   Statements : 

剛柔相摩， 
⼋卦相盪 
Hard   and   Soft   ( gang   rou)    touch   each   other 
The   Trigrams   ( bagua )   sway   ( dang )   together. 

13    These   are   all   points   from   Yang   Chengfu’s   10   Essentials. 
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Zheng   uses   this   same   description   (mutually   touch   and   sway)   when   he   describes   how   one’s 
personal    qi    and   the   air   interact:   相摩荡    xiang   mo   dang .    Xiang    is   “mutual”,   “together”,   “each 
other”;    mo    is   touch,   rub,   contact;    dang    is   swing   or   sway   as   above.   Zheng   is   clearly   referencing 
the    Xi   Ci    in   his   description   of    gudang . 
 
Zheng   also   makes   interesting   use   of   the   idea   of    dang ,   swinging   and   swaying,   as   part   of   a 
yin-yang   pair   with    dong ,   moving   and   active,   in   his   太极拳⾃修新法    New   Method   Of   Taijiquan 
Self-cultivation .    Dong    is   typically   paired   with    Jing    靜   as   a   polar   pair   of   moving   and   still   or   active 
and   quiescent.   Self-cultivation   techniques   are   often   classified   as   either    dong    or    jing :   moving 
practices   such   as   taijiquan   fall   in   the   active   category;   still   practices   such   as   sitting   meditation   in 
the   quiescent   category.   In   his    New   Method ,   Zheng   treats   moving   and   swinging   as   a   pair, 
describing   how   the   movements   of   taijiquan   play   out: 
 

然動之餘⼒未定⽇盪。 
盪未定⽽⼜與動相連接。 
此為太極拳之闢键。 
正在動⽽⾄於盪。 
盪⼜接上勁。 
動盪。盪勁。 
兩者之間。 
决不可間斷⽿。 
如稍稍有閗。 
卽稍之斷。 
Thus   the   unfinished   surplus   energy   of    dong    (movement)   is   called    dang    (swinging) 
Similarly,   what’s   left   unfinished   from    dang    is   mutually   linked   together   with    dong 
This   is   the   key   to   opening   up   taijiquan. 
The   process   is   that    dong    produces    dang 
Dang    similarly   contacts   the   resulting    jin 
Dong    to    dang ;    dang    to    jin . 
It’s   critical   not   to   allow   even   the   slightest   gap   or   break   between    dong    and    dang    [or    dang 
and    jin ] 
If   you   have   even   the   least   bit   of   resistance   or   struggle, 
No   matter   how   small,   then   there’s   a   break. 

( New   Method,    pg   14) 
 
The   second   quote   that   Zheng   references   as   coming   from   the   conclusion   of   the   Classics   is   from 
the    Mental   Elucidation :  
 

全⾝意在精神。不在氣。 

在氣則滯。 

有氣者無⼒。 
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無氣者純剛。 
Throughout   the   whole   body,   the    yi    should   depend   on   the    jingshen   ( spirit   of   vitality) .    Not 
on   the   qi.  
If    yi    depends   on   the   qi   then   [you   become]   stagnant   and   sluggish. 
One   who   has   qi   [can   be]   without    li . 
One   who   is   without   qi   [can   attain]   pure   hardness   ( gang ). 

 
As   always,   Zheng   has   some   minor   differences   in   how   he   quotes   these   lines   from   the   received 
version.   Zheng   substitutes   则    ze    (then)   for   者    zhe    (one-who),   an   easy   substitution   to   make   given 
that   the   words   sound   very   similar. 
 
Regardless   of   the   accuracy   of   quoting   from   the   texts   Zheng   used   and   those   now   serving   as   the 
received   texts,   the   interesting   points   from   these   lines   in   the   classics   are   that   the    yi    should   focus 
on   the    jingshen    rather   than   on   the   qi   and   that   there’s   implied   progression   from   having    qi    and 
thus   being   without    li    to   being   without    qi    and   thus   attaining   pure   hardness.   Beginners   to   the 
practice   of   taijiquan   often   imagine   that   the   practice   is   focused   on   using   the   mind   to   move   qi 
around   the   body.   These   lines   tells   us   that   our   minds,    yi    or   awareness/attention,   should   rely   on 
and   focus   on   the   spirit   of   vitality   rather   than   focusing   on   pumping   the   qi   around   the   body.   By 
relying   on   spirit,   the   mind   can   change   almost   instantaneously.   If   the   mind   instead   is   depending 
on   the   movement   of   qi,   it   becomes   stagnant   and   sluggish. 
 
The   last   two   lines   use   the    wu-you    (being   and   non-being)   model   to   describe   a   progression   in 
skill:   First   “Having    (you )   qi,   without   ( wu )    li ”,   then   “without   ( wu )   qi;   pure   hardness”.    Wu    is   also 
used   in   the   sense   of   negation   or   absence,   so    wu   li    can   be   read   as   non- li    and   w u   qi    as   non-qi. 
That   would   make   the   progression   start   with   “presence   of   qi,   non- li”    and   advance   to   “non-qi,   pure 
hardness”.  
 
Given   that   this   whole   chapter   is   about   concentrating   qi   or   developing   expertise   in   qi,   I   read 
these   steps   as   emphasizing   the   initial   need   to   develop   qi   in   order   to   interact   without   hard   stiff 
force   ( li )   and   then   moving   beyond   that   to   a   state   of   non-qi   where   the   mind   truly   does   reflect   the 
spirit   and   a   pure   hardness   fundamentally   different   from   the   unskilled   hardness   of    li    can   manifest.  
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

神敛更有进乎专⽓之功矣。  
专⽓之⾄。  
能达乎炼精化⽓。 
炼精化⽓。  
未能达乎浑⼀纯阳之候。 
“ Shen    gathered”   is   the   next   step   towards   the   achievement   of   “concentrating   qi”. 
By   reaching   the   extreme   of   concentrating   qi  
One   can   achieve   the   stage   of   “refining    jing    transforming   into   qi”. 
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However,   “refining    jing    transforming   into   qi” 
Is   still   not   enough   to   reach   the   state   of   simple   unified   pure   yang. 

 

Discussion  

Zheng   connects   these   quotes   from   the   classics   to   the   Internal   Alchemy   process .   The   critical 14

steps   in   Internal   Alchemy   are   called   ⽕候    Huohou ,   the   Firing   Time   or   Alchemical   Cooking. 
These   steps   take   place   after   the   body   and   vitality   have   been   strengthened,   the   “gates”   of   the 
body   opened,   and   the   “reverse   path”   developed   which   allows   the   internal   energies,    jing,   qi ,   and 
shen ,   to   circulate   in   the   opposite   direction   from   how   they   normally   move.   In   the   normal   process, 
as   people   mature   and   age,   the   energies   come   up   the   front   of   the   body   and   down   the   back.   The 
reverse   path   changes   this,   circulating   the   energies   up   the   back   and   down   the   front. 
 
The   critical   steps   in   the   Alchemical   Cooking   are: 

● 炼精化氣    Lianjing   Huaqi :   refining   the    jing,    transforming   into    qi 
● 炼氣化神    Lianqi   Huashen :   refining   the    qi ,   transforming   into    shen 
● 炼神還虛    Lianshen   Huanxu :   refining   the    shen ,   returning   to   emptiness 

 
Zheng   describes   “concentrating   qi”   as   preparation   that   enables   the   first   step   of   the   Alchemical 
Cooking.   In   doing   so,   he   firmly   places   taijiquan   as   a   practice   of   Internal   Alchemy.   He   may   be 
identifying   浑⼀纯阳    hun   yi   chun   yang,    “simple   unified   pure   yang”   with   the   alchemical   stage   還元 
huanyuan ,   Returning   to   the   Origin,   which   follows   the   Firing   Time   and   represents   the   ultimate 
achievement. 
 
( Returning   to   translated   text) 
 

⾄于意在精神不在⽓。⽆⽓则纯刚。  
⾄矣。   尽矣。 
太极拳可达乎浑⼀纯阳之候矣。 
与⽼⽒专⽓致柔之说相终始。  
能如是。      则祛病延年之说。  
抑亦末矣。 
As   far   as   the   phrase   “ yi    depends   on    jingshen ,   not   on   the    qi;    With   non-qi,   there   is 
pure   hardness”   goes, 
With   this,   one   reaches   the   final   step,   the   culmination! 
Taijiquan   practice   can   allow   one   to   achieve   the   state   of   simple   unified   pure   yang! 
This   is   done   by   following   Laozi’s   theory   of   “concentrate   qi;   achieve   softness”   from 
the   beginning   to   the   end. 

14   See   my   notes   in   the   translation   of   Treatise   11   for   more   information   about   and   additional   references   for 
Internal   Alchemy. 
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If   one   can   do   this,   then   [one   attains   the   results   of]   the   theory   of   “eliminating 
disease;   prolonging   life”. 
This   is   the   final   stage! 
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Appendix:   Laozi   Chapters   and   Commentary 

 
I’ve   included   the   Laozi   Chapters   that   Zheng   references   in   this   treatise   together   with 
commentaries   from   Heshang   Gong   and   Zheng   himself.   Heshang   Gong,   the   Riverbank   Elder, 
and   Wang   Bi   produced   the   two   most   influential   Laozi   commentaries,   both   writing   in   late   Han   era 
(100-200   CE).   Heshang   Gong   treats   the   text   from   a   personal   and   self-cultivation   point   of   view; 
Wang   Bi   applies   the   text   to   societal   issues.   Zheng,   in   general,   hews   more   closely   to   Heshang 
Gong’s   viewpoint.  
 
Zheng’s   commentary   is   available   in   English   in   the   text    Lao-Tzu:   My   words   are   very   easy   to 
understand ,   translated   by   Tam   Gibbs.   I’ve   seen   early   drafts   of   this   translation   that   credit   both 
Gibbs   and   another   native   Chinese   speaker,   but   the   final   published   version   credits   only   Gibbs.  
 
As   always,   I’m   in   awe   of   Gibbs’s   ability   to   learn   not   only   taijiquan   but   also   sufficient   Chinese   to 
provide   real-time   interactive   translation   services   for   Zheng.   At   the   same   time,   he   seems   to   have 
been   fairly   off-the-cuff   and   included   a   significant   amount   of   interpretation   when   translating 
Zheng   in   class.   The   same   appears   to   be   true   of   his   translation   of   the   Laozi   and   Zheng’s 
commentary.   I   assume   Gibbs   must   have   worked   with   Zheng   during   the   translation,   asking   him 
for   clarification   and   explanation   of   the   many   obscure   points   in   both   the   source   text   and   Zheng’s 
commentary   and   that   this   explains   some   of   the   interpretive   leaps   Gibbs   makes.  
 
Since   the   Gibbs   translation   is   the   standard   reference   for   Zheng’s   commentary   in   English,   I’ve 
included   a   few   notes   below   where   Gibbs   takes   significant   liberties   with   the   text. 
 
To   improve   readability   of   this   section,   I’ve   kept   the   Chinese   inline   only   for   the   actual   Laozi   text. 
Source   Chinese   for   the   Heshang   Gong   and   Zheng   commentaries   follows   the   individual 
chapters. 
 

Laozi   Chapter   10 

 
能為    Neng   Wei 
Potential   and   Manifestation  15

 
載營魄抱⼀、 
能無離乎。 
By   protecting   the   camp   of   your    po    (bodily   soul)   and   embracing   Oneness , 16

15   In   the   Daodejing   original   text,   the   chapters   are   not   titled.   I’ve   used   the   titles   that   Heshang   Gong 
supplies. 
16   Gibbs   completely   rewrites   this   first   line   to   make   it   refer   to   both   the   “spirit-of-the-blood”   and   the 
“spirit-of-the-breath”.   Presumably   he’s   following   Zheng’s   commentary,   reading    po    as   referring   to   both   the 
hun    and    po,    and   then   explaining       hun    and    po    as   referencing   these   two   “spirits”. 
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Can   you   avoid   separation? 
 
Heshang   Gong:  
“Camp   of   your   po”   means   the    hun    and    po    souls.   A   person   protects   the    hun    and    po    in   order   to 
increase   life.   One   ought   to   love   and   serve   them. 
 
Being   fond   of   anger   hurts   the    hun .   Serving   fear   wounds   the    po . 
 
The    hun    resides   in   the   liver;   the    po    in   the   lungs.   Wine,   sweets,   and   meat   corrode   the   liver   and 
lung. 
 
Therefore,   the    hun    should   be   calm   with   the   will   on   the   Dao,   so   that   one   is   not   disordered.   The 
po    should   be   peaceful,   so   that   one   can   attain   long   life. 
 
Regarding   “embracing   Oneness,   can   you   avoid   separation?”: 
The   sayings   tell   us   that   if   you   can   embrace   Oneness ,   keeping   it   from   leaving   the   body,   then 17

you   can   achieve   long   life. 
 
Oneness   is   the   state   where   the    dao    is   the   origin   of   life   leading   to   the    jing    and    qi    being   in 
supreme   harmony. 
 
Hence   the   saying:   “the   One   spreads   names   throughout   the   world;   Heaven   achieves   One   via 
clarity;   Earth   achieves   One   via   tranquility.   Nobles   and   Kings   achieve   One   via   becoming   upright 
and   balanced .” 18

 
Focused   inward,   Oneness   manifests   as    xin ;   emerging   outward,   Oneness   manifests   as 
movement.   As   One   spreads   its   actions,   it   becomes    de    (virtue)   and   all   names   become   One. 
 
The   results   of   Oneness   are   described   in   the   saying   “the   Will   ( zhi )   is   One   not   Two”. 
 
Zheng : 
Regarding   “camp”,   the    Huangdi   Neijing     says:   guard   the   grave   [burial   place]. 19

The   camp   belongs   to   the   blood;   guarding   belongs   to   qi . 20

Guanyinzi    said:    hun    depends   on   the   blood;    po    depends   on   the   qi. 21

17   Heshang   Gong   describes   Oneness   in   the   commentary   on   Laozi   chapter   1   on   the   lines   “always   without 
desire,   you   can   see   marvels;   always   having   desire,   you   see   only   manifestation”: 

妙，要也。 
⼈常能無欲，則可以觀道之要，要謂⼀也。 
Marvels   means   the   “essential”. 
If   you   can   be   always   without   desire,   the   you   can   see   the   essential   points   of   the   Dao. 
That   which   is   essential   is   called   Oneness. 

18   I   haven’t   found   a   source   for   this   saying,   besides   HSG’s   commentary. 
19   Internal   Medicine   Classic.   I   haven’t   found   the   reference   to   guarding   the   graveyard   in   the    Neijing. 
20   Gibbs   skips   these   first   two   lines   of   commentary,   but   preserves   the   references   to   the    Neijing    and 
Guanyinzi. 
21   Guanyinzi   supposedly   wrote   the     真經    Zhen   Jing,   Classic   on   Truth/Reality,    based   on   discussions   he   had 
with   Laozi   as   Laozi   was   leaving   China.   Yin   Xi   was   a   guard   at   a   gate   or   mountain   pass   ( guan )   and   made 
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The   nature   of   blood   is   to   be   constantly   descending;   the   nature   of   qi   is   to   be   constantly   rising. 
At   death,   this   reverses:   the    hun    then   goes   upwards;   the    po    then   goes   downwards. 
 
Many   ancient   writings   explain   that   the   “camp   of   the    po ”   means   both   the    hun    and   the    po.       And 
the   details   [contained   in   these   writings]   correspond   to   my   description   above. 
 
This    therefore   demonstrates   that   when   Laozi   asks   if   a   person   can   embrace   the    hun    and    po    as 22

One,   he   is   actually   asking   if   one   can   go   so   far   as   to   avoid   death   and   allowing   the    hun    and    po    to 
depart. 
 
Some   regard   the   word   “camp”   as   an   error   in   the   text. 
However,   [the   commentary]   points   out   that   the   “camp   of   the    po ”   is   a   person’s   constant   residence 
[the   body   is   the   home   of   the    hun    and    po ].   Those   who   think   it   is   an   error   don’t   know   what   they’re 
talking   about . 23

 
專氣致柔、 
能嬰兒乎。 
By   concentrating   your   qi   and   achieving   softness, 
Can   you   be   like   an   infant? 

 
Heshang   Gong: 
“Concentrate   the   qi   and   achieve   softness”   [means]   concentrate   and   guard   the    jing    and   the   qi, 
causing   them   to   not   be   scattered. 
Then,   your   body   and   its   shape   can   be   soft,   responsive,   and   able   to   go   with   [changing 
circumstances]. 
 
Regarding   “can   you   be   like   an   infant?”: 
Able   to   be   like   an   infant   means   internally   without   thoughts   and   externally   without   affairs   and 
business. 
Then,   the   spirit   of   vitality   ( jingshen)    is   not   dispersed. 
 
Zheng: 
“Concentrate   qi”   means   to   serve   the   qi    as   already   explained   above . 24 25

Laozi   give   him   a   text   or   deliver   lectures   before   Yin   would   let   Laozi   depart.   Yin   recorded      these   in   the   text 
Zhen   Jing    and   subsequently   was   named   a   sage,   Guanyinzi. 
22   “This”   could   refer   to   either   the   Laozi   text   or   to   the   other   “ancient   writings”   that   Zheng   cites. 
23   Gibbs   drops   these   lines   from   his   translation. 
24   Gibbs   translates   服氣    fuqi    as   “breath”,   presumably   taking   it   for    huxi ,   breath   or   respiration.   I   don’t   see 
any   justification   for   this   reading.    Fu   qi    means   to   serve   the   qi,   obey   the   qi,   or   submit   to   the   qi.    Fu    can   also 
be   read   as   a   noun   meaning   clothes   so   this   could   possibly   mean   to   become   the   clothes   of   the   qi,   i.e.   the 
way   qi   appears   in   the   world   with   your   life   and   being   serving   as   the   clothes   of   the   qi. 
25   Presumably,   Zheng   is   referring   to   previous   chapters   of   the   Laozi.   In   Laozi   6,   Zheng   explains   the 
meaning   of   “Mysterious   Female”   by   referencing   the   qi   of   heaven   and   earth.   Perhaps   this   is   what   he 
means   by   “explained   above” 
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Regarding   “achieve   softness”,   Qibo    said:   the    jinmai     should   be   in   harmony   together. 26 27

About   this,   Laozi   said   “Sinews   should   be   soft;   the   grip   is   firm ”. 28

This   describes   the   condition   of   “stopping   aging   and   returning   to   childhood”. 
These   words   show   the   great   value   of   the   foundation   for   [concentrating]   qi. 
 

濃除⽞覽、 
能無疲乎。 
By   cleaning   your   mysterious   insight, 
Can   you   be   without   flaws? 

 
Heshang   Gong: 
Regarding   “cleaning   your   mysterious   insight”: 
It   is   correct   to   wash   your    xin ,   causing   it   to   be   clean   and   spotless.   The    xin    resides   in   a   place   of 
mysterious   deepness. 
Insight   means   to   understand   the   10,000   situations. 
Thus   we   have   the   phrase   “mysterious   insight”. 
 
Regarding   “without   flaws”:   this   means   to   not   engage   in   wanton   or   unhealthy   [activities]. 
Becoming   pure,   you   can   be   without   flaws   or   disease.  
 

愛⺠治國、 
能無爲乎。 
In   loving   the   people   and   governing   the   state, 
Can   you   do   it   via   non-action? 

 
Heshang   Gong: 
Regarding   “caring   for   the   people   and   governing   the   state”: 
Speaking   of   “governing   the   body”,   if   you   love   the   qi,   then   the   body   becomes   complete. 
Speaking   of   “governing   the   state”,   if   you   love   the   people,   then   the   state   becomes   peaceful. 
 
Regarding   “doing   it   via   non-action”: 
Speaking   of   “governing   the   body”,   non-action   means   the   breath,    jing ,   and    qi,    without 
commanding   [them]   but   only   listening. 
Speaking   of   “governing   the   state”,   non-action   means   spreading   charity,   kindness,   and   virtue 
( de ),   without   commanding   the   people   to   understand. 
 

天⾨開鬪、 
能爲雌乎。 

26   Qibo   is   a   legendary   physician.   Supposedly   the   question   and   answer   sections   of   the    Neijing    represent 
dialogs   between   the   Yellow   Emperor   and   Qibo. 
27   筋脉    jinmai    is   literally   the   “sinew   network”.   It’s   related   to   the   two   systems   of   meridians:   the    jingmai 
consisting   of   the   12   meridians   associated   with   the   organs   and   the   8   extraordinary   meridians   and   the 
luomai    containing   the   peripheral   web   of   meridians.   The    jinmai    is   the   network   that   internal   energy   travels 
through.   In   treatise   11,   Zheng   notes   that   the   cultivated   force   of   劲    jin    travels   through   the   sinews   while   the 
hard   force   of    li    travels   through   the   bones. 
28   This   is   a   quote   from   Laozi   55   where   the   virtues   of   an   infant   are   described   including   ⻣弱筋柔⽽握固 
“bones   weak,   sinews   soft,   grip   firm”. 
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By   opening   and   closing   Heaven’s   Gate, 
Can   you   become   Female? 

 
Heshang   Gong: 
Regarding   “opening   and   closing   Heaven’s   Gate”: 
Heaven’s   Gate   means   the   north-pole   palace   of   the   Jade   Emperor. 
Opening   and   closing   refers   to   the   cycle   of   the   five   directions   [five   phases]. 
As   far   as   “governing   the   body”,   Heaven’s   Gate   means   the   nostrils ;   Opening   means   a   deep 29

breath   in;   Closing   means   breathing   out. 
 
Regarding   “becoming   Female”: 
As   far   as   “governing   the   body”,   it   means   it’s   correct   to   be   like   a   female   bird:   peaceful,   quiet 
( jing ),   soft,   and   weak. 
As   far   as   “governing   the   people”,   it   means   complying   with   the   changes,   bringing   harmony 
without   crowing   about   it   [like   a   male   rooster]. 
 

明⽩四達、 
能無知乎。 
In   making   the   four   directions   bright   and   clear, 
Can   you   be   without   knowledge? 

 
Heshang   Gong: 
Regarding   “bright   and   clear   in   the   four   directions”: 
The   words   bright   and   clear     describe   the   sun   and   moon   shining   in   all   four   directions,   filling   the 30

whole   world   [all   below   heaven   to   the   eight   extremes]. 
Thus,   we   have   the   saying:   “Look   at   it   without   seeing,   listen   ( ting )   to   it   without   hearing.” 
Spread   your   awareness   to   the   10   directions,   bright,   and   luminous. 
 
Regarding   “being   without   knowledge”: 
Through   the   skill   of   knowing   being   and   non-being,   Dao   becomes   that   which   permeates   the 
whole   world . 31

29   In   many   Internal   Alchemy   teachings,   Heaven’s   Gate,   Heaven’s   Eye,   or   the   Bright   Room   (天⾨,   天⽬,   or 
明堂)   is   a   point   located   in   the   middle   of   the   forehead,   similar   to   what’s   called   the   “third   eye”   in   western 
traditions.   Here   Heshang   Gong   associates   it   with   the   nostrils   and   correlates   opening   and   closing   with   the 
breath. 
30    Ming   bai    is   bright   and   clear,   or,   as   a   compound,   awareness   /   insight.   I’ve   read   it   as   two   separate   words. 
31   This   is   a   challenging   line   to   translate,   with   multiple   possible   interpretations.   The   text   is   無有能知道滿於
天下者   which   can   be   broken   into   two   phrases:   無有能知    wu   you   neng   zhi ,   and   道滿於天下者    dao   man   yu 
tianxia   zhe.  
The   second   phrase   is   straightforward:   dao   is   that   which   permeates   all   under   heaven   (the   whole   world). 
It’s   the   first   phrase   that   is   harder.    Neng   zhi    is   able   to   know   or   skill   of   knowing.    Wu    and    you    are   a   primary 
pair   of   opposites   used   frequently   in   the   Daodejing   to   represent   being   ( you )   and   non-being    (wu ).    Wu 
literally   means   not   or   non,    you    literally   means   having   or   being.  
Thus,    wu   you    could   be   read   as   not   having.   And   then   the   sentence   would   be   something   like   “not   having 
the   ability   to   know,   dao   penetrates   the   whole   world”.   That’s   unlikely   phrasing   though:   there’s   no   reason   to 
write   “not   have   the   ability”   instead   of   more   simply   “not   able   to”,    wu   neng   zhi.    (One   possible   reason   to   use 
the   four   character   version   would   be   if   that   made   the   first   and   second   phrases   each   four   characters.   But, 
that   doesn’t   apply   here:   the   second   phrase    dao   man   yu   tianxia   zhe    is   six   characters.) 
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Zheng : 32

( regarding   mysterious   insight   and   without   flaws )  
Insight   (vision)   means   to   observe;   Flaw   means   disease . 33

“Always   having   desire;   always   without   desire .” 34

Mysterious   insight   is   the   ability   to   observe   and   inspect   the   marvelous. 
Any   one    can   wash   and   scrub   their   pupils, 35

In   doing   so,   can   they   make   their   vision   clean   and   without   flaws? 
 
 
 

We   could   try   reading    wu   you    as   no   being,   i.e.   no   one.      Then   we’d   get   “no   one   can   know   [how]   dao   is   that 
which   penetrates   the   whole   world”.   But,   again,   that   meaning   would   probably   get   written   differently,   e.g.   ⼈
無能知    ren   wu   neng   zhi ,   (any)   person   cannot   know,   i.e..   no   one   can   know. 
In   any   case,   all   of   these   interpretations   seem   a   bit   pedestrian,   especially   with   the   presence   of    wu   you , 
being   and   non-being,   there   in   the   line.  
Reaching   for   more   depth,   consider   that   classical   Chinese   often   omits   pronouns,   so   this   phrase   could 
apply   to   the   reader.   So,   it   becomes   “[through   the   study   of]   being   and   non   being   [one]   can   know   that   dao   is 
that   which   permeates   the   whole   world”. 
Finally,    wu   you   neng   zhi    can   also   be   read   as   a   noun   phrase:   the   skill   of   knowing   being   and   non-being. 
And   we   get   “[based   on]   the   skill   of   knowing   being   and   non-being,   dao   is   that   which   permeates   the   whole 
world”.   This   is   the   reading   I   chose.   In   this   version,   Heshang   Gong   is   contrasting   a   “true   knowing”,   the 
knowing   of   being   and   non-being   that   Dao   has,   with   superficial   knowing.   And   to   attain   bright   and   clear 
understanding,   that   superficial   knowing   is   precisely   what   we   need   to   be   without. 
In   any   case,   I   think   it’s   worth   trying   out   each   of   the   alternatives   as   a   response   to   Laozi’s   question   asking   if 
one   can   be   bright   and   clear   in   every   direction   and   do   that   without   knowledge. 
32   Zheng   comments   on   this   set   of   four   couplets   as   a   whole,   where   Heshang   Gong   commented   on   each 
couplet   individually.   I’ve   added   parenthetical   notes   to   indicate   which   couplet   Zheng’s   comments   apply   to. 
 
In   addition,   Zheng   rearranges   some   of   the   wording   making   it   slightly   different   from   the   received   text. 
Zheng   swaps   the   question   portions   for   “loving   the   people   and   governing   the   state”   and   “making   the   four 
directions   bright   and   clear”.   In   the   received   text   and   the   Heshang   Gong   version,   these   couplets   read: 

In   loving   the   people   and   governing   the   state, 
Can   you   do   it   via   non-action? 
In   making   the   four   directions   bright   and   clear, 
Can   you   be   without   knowledge? 

 
Zheng’s   text   reads 

In   loving   the   people   and   governing   the   state, 
Can   you   be   without   knowledge? 
In   making   the   four   directions   bright   and   clear, 
Can   you   do   it   via   non-action? 

33   Disease,   病    bing ,   is   a   term   frequently   used   in   martial   arts   theory   to   describe   an   error.   E.g.,   the   error   of 
double   weighting   is   known   as   the   disease   of   double   weighting. 
34   This   is   a   quote   from   the   first   chapter   of   the   Daodejing: 

故常無欲以觀其妙、 
常有欲以觀其徵 
Always   without   desire,   seeing   the   marvelous, 
Always   having   desire,   seeing   (only)   what   is   manifest. 

35   Literally   “people   from   north   to   south”,   or   “all   people”. 
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( Regarding   loving   the   people   and   ruling   the   state ) 
In   loving   the   people   and   ruling   the   state,   can   you   make   them   be   without   knowledge   and   without 
desire? 
 
( Regarding   Heaven’s   Gate   and   becoming   Female ) 
Female   refers   to   the   Kun   (earth)   trigram   and   means   to   close. 
Heaven’s   Gate   cannot   always   be   open   without   closing. 
 
( Regarding   making   the   four   directions   bright   and   clear) 
Making   the   Four   Directions   Bright   and   Clear   is   described   by   the   saying 
“Seeing   four   brightnesses;   hearing   all   four   directions ”. 36

Can   you   do   this   via   non-action? 
 
( A   summary   of   the   six   couplets   from   “protecting   the   camp   of   the   po”   through   “making   four 
directions   bright   and   clear”) 
As   regards   the   six   questions   above,   what   person   can   be   in   accord   with   the   Dao? 
Laozi   stressed   guarding   the   female,   saying   “Know   the   male,   guard   the   female ”. 37

Therefore   you   too   should   hold   close   to   this   idea! 
 

⽣之畜之。 
⽣⽽不有、  
爲⽽不侍、 
⻑⽽不宰。 
 
是謂⽞德 
 
Give   birth   to   them   [the   10000   things]   and   nurture   them. 
Giving   birth   and   not   possessing. 
Acting   while   not   relying   on. 
Excelling   while   not   controlling. 

36   This   appears   to   be   a   quote   from   the   late   Han   era   text    潛夫論    Qian   Fu   Lun    from   the   Confucian   school. 
The   complete   passage   from   the   section   on   明闇    Ming   An ,   Brightness   and   Darkness ,    is : 

夫堯、舜之治，闢四⾨，明四⽬，達四聰，是以天下輻湊⽽聖無不昭 
The   (legendary   kings)   Yao   and   Shun   ruled   by   opening   the   four   gates,   seeing   the   four 
brightnesses,   and   hearing   in   the   four   directions.   Thus,   the   whole   world   (all   under   heaven) 
converged   like   the   spokes   in   a   wheel   and   to   the   sage,   all   was   clear   and   obvious. 

Gibbs   glosses   these   lines,   perhaps   based   on   discussion   with   Zheng,   as   “hearing   what   is   commonly   heard 
and   seeing   what   is   commonly   seen.”   I   don’t   understand   how   to   get   that   meaning   from   either   Zheng’s 
commentary   or   the   quoted    Qian   Fu   Lun    text. 
37   This   is   from   Laozi   chapter   28: 

知其雄、守其雌、爲天下谿。 
爲天下谿、常德不離、復歸於嬰兒 
Know   the   Male,   Guard   (protect)   the   Female,   become   the   Valley   for   all   the   world. 
Becoming   the   world’s   valley,   being   constant   in   virtue   ( de )   without   a   lapse,   return   (take   the   reverse 
path)   to   the   original   state   of   being   like   an   infant. 
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This   is   called   Mysterious    De . 
 

Heshang   Gong: 
Regarding   “giving   birth   and   nurturing”: 
Dao   gives   birth   to   the   10000   things   and   raises   and   supports   them. 
 
Regarding   “giving   and   not   possessing”: 
Dao   gives   birth   to   the   10000   things,   nowhere   taking   ownership   of   them. 
 
Regarding   “Acting   while   not   relying   on”: 
Dao   itself   carries   out   action   ( wei )   without   relying   on   hopes   of   reciprocity. 
 
Regarding   “Excelling   and   not   controlling”: 
Dao   excels   at   supporting   the   10000   things   without   controlling   them   by   making   them   into 
household   utensils. 
 
Regarding   “Mysterious    De ”: 
We   have   the   saying   “Dao   mobilies    De ”. 
Mysterious   and   Dark   means   that   you   cannot   view   any   traces   of   it. 
[Therefore]   your   goal   should   be   to   comply   with   the   Dao   [rather   than   trying   to   attain   Virtue/ De ]. 
 
Zheng: 
“Relying   on”   is   like   relying   on   weapons   in   battle. 
“Controlling”   is,   as   Heshang   Gong   said,   to   cut   or   sever . 38

 
At   birth,   all   things   have   natural   ease.   To   restore   this   natural   state,   rely   on   being   with   non-being . 39

 
“Mysterious    De”    means   the    de    of   the   Earth. 
See   Chapter   65   where   Laozi   says   “Mysterious    De    is   deep!   Profound!   Causing   this   to   return!” 
 
This   is   known   as   Dao. 
 

38   This   may   be   from   some   other   portion   of   Heshang   Gong’s   commentary   --   in   the   commentary   on   this 
section,   Heshang   Gong   describes   controlling   as   making   something   into   a   tool   or   utensil.   Note   that   in   the 
Analects   2.12,   Confucius   advises   us   not   to   be   tools: 

⽈。君⼦不器 
[the   master]   said:   the   noble   person   is   not   a   utensil. 

39   Being   and   non-being   are   有    you    and   為有    wu-you .   The   phrase    you   wu-you    is   very   similar   to   the   famous 
phrase    wei   wu-wei ,   act   via   non-action,   from   Laozi   Chapter   63.   This   line   from   Zheng   is   hard   to   translate. 
You    means   to   have,   to   possess,   and   to   be.    You    and    wu    are   often   used   as   polar   opposites   meaning   being 
and   non-being.   Alternatives   I   considered   include 

To   restore   this   natural   state,   have   nothing   and   then   you   have   something   to   rely   on. 
To   restore   this   natural   state,   use   being   and   non-being;   then   you’ll   have   relying-on. 
To   restore   this   natural   state,   rely   on   being   and   non-being. 
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Chinese   Text 

 
Heshang   Gong   Commentary: 
能為  
載營魄， 

營魄，魂魄也。⼈載魂魄之上得以⽣，當愛養之。 
喜怒亡魂，卒驚傷魄。 
魂在肝，魄在肺。美酒⽢肴，腐⼈肝肺。 
故魂靜志道不亂，魄安得壽延年也。  

抱⼀，能無離乎。 
⾔⼈能抱⼀，使不離於⾝，則⻑存。 
⼀者，道始所⽣，太和之精氣也。 
故⽈：⼀布名於天下，天得⼀以清，地得⼀以寧， 
      侯王得⼀以為正平，⼊為⼼，出為⾏，布施為德，摠名為⼀。 
⼀之為⾔，志⼀無⼆也。  

專氣致柔， 
專守精氣使不亂， 
則形體能應之⽽柔順。  

能嬰兒。 
能如嬰兒內無思慮， 
外無政事，則精神不去也。  

滌除⽞覽， 
當洗其⼼，使潔淨也。 
⼼居⽞冥之處，覽知萬事，故謂之⽞覽也。  

能無疵。 
不淫邪也，淨能無疵病乎。  

愛⺠治國， 
治⾝者，愛氣則⾝全； 
治國者，愛⺠則國安。  

能無為。 
治⾝者呼吸精氣，無令⽿聞； 
治國者，佈施惠德，無令下知也。  

天⾨開闔， 
天⾨謂北極紫微宮。 
開闔謂終始五際也。 
治⾝：天⾨謂⿐孔,   開謂喘息,   闔,謂呼吸也。 

能為雌。 
治⾝當如雌牝，安靜柔弱， 
治國應變，合⽽不唱也。  

明⽩四達， 
⾔達明⽩，如⽇⽉四通， 
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滿於天下⼋極之外。 
故⽈：視之不⾒，聽之不聞， 
彰布之於⼗⽅，煥煥煌煌也。  

能無知。 
無有能知道滿於天下者。 

⽣之、畜之。 
道⽣萬物⽽畜養之。 

⽣⽽不有， 
道⽣萬物，無所取有。  

為⽽不恃， 
道所施為，不恃望其報也。 

⻑⽽不宰， 
道⻑養萬物，不宰割以為器⽤。  

是謂⽞德。 
⾔道⾏德，⽞冥不可得⾒，欲使⼈如道也。  

 
Zheng   Commentary: 
 
營⻩帝內經所謂：塋衞。 
營，屬⾎。衞，屬氣。 
關尹⼦⽈:   魂附乎⾎，魄附乎氣， 
⾎性常降，氣性常升， 
及其死則反之，魂乃上升，魄則下降。 
營魄者，古注多作魂魄，其詳如是。 
此乃證問⼈，裁魂魄抱⼀，能不死⽽⾄於離乎？ 
弼營字作漏解，却指營魄為， 
⼈之常居處，不知所云。 
 
專氣致柔。能嬰兒乎。 
專氣，服氣也，已詳⾒上。 
致柔，歧伯⽇：筋脉和同。 
故⽼⽒謂，   筋柔握固， 
乃逗⽼還童之候，此尚氣之根據。 
 
滌除⽞覽。能無疵乎。愛⺠治國。能無知乎。 
天⾨開闔。能無雌乎。明⽩四達。能無為乎。 
覽，觀也。疵，病也。 
常右欲，常無欲， 
得能觀徼妙者，⽞覽也   。 
⼈縱能滌除其眸⼦，能淨⽽無疵乎？ 
 
愛⺠治國，能使其無知無欲乎？ 
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雌者，坤也，闔也， 
天⾨不能⻑開⽽無闔也。 
 
明⾅四達者，明四⽬，達四聰，能無爲乎？ 
 
以上六問，⼈誰能合於道乎？ 
⽼⼦重守雌，故⽈：知其雄，守其雌。 
乃承此意也。 
 
⽣之畜之。⽣⽽不有。為⽽不恃。⻑⽽不宰。是誚⽞德。 
恃，仗也。宰，河上公註:   割也。 
⽣任⾃然，復何有為有恃。 
⽞德者，乃地之德也，參看六⼗五章：⽞德深矣，遠矣，與物反矣。 
 
是之謂道。 
 

Laozi   Chapter   76 

 
戒強   Jie   Qiang 
Guarding   against   Strength  40

 
⼈之⽣也柔弱, 
其死也堅強。 
When   people   are   born,   they   are   soft   and   weak; 
At   death,   they   are   rigid   and   strong. 

 
Heshang   Gong: 
When   born,   a   person   contains   a   unified    qi    and   embraces   the   spirit   of   vitality   ( jingshen). 
Thus   one   is   soft   and   weak. 
When   a   person   dies,   the   unified   qi   is   used   up   and   the    jingshen    perishes. 
Thus   one   is   rigid   and   strong. 
 

萬物草⽊之⽣也柔脆， 
其死也枯槁。 
The   10000   things ,   like   grass   and   trees,   are   soft   and   delicate   at   birth; 41

At   death,   they   are   withered   and   dried   up. 
 

Heshang   Gong: 
At   birth:   unified   qi   accumulates. 
At   death:   unified   qi   is   gone. 

40   This   title   is   provided   by   Heshang   Gong. 
41   Some   versions   of   the   text   omit   the   10000   things   and   simply   say   that   grass   and   trees   are   soft   and 
delicate   at   birth. 
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故堅強者死之徒， 
柔弱者⽣之徒。 
Thus,   that   which   is   rigid   and   strong   is   the   follower   of   death; 
That   which   is   soft   and   weak   is   the   follower   of   life. 
 

Heshang   Gong: 
Looking   at   the   two   issues   mentioned   above, 
Understand   that   which   is   rigid   and   strong   is   death; 
That   which   is   soft   and   weak   is   life. 
 

是以兵強則不勝， 
⽊強則 折 。 
If   an   army   is   powerful,   then   it   will   not   be   victorious; 
If   a   tree   is   strong,   then   it   will   break . 42

 
Heshang   Gong: 
A   powerful   army   treats   battle   lightly   and   enjoys   fighting.   The   poison   of   its   actions   spreads 
resentment   among   the   people.   When   the   people   are   a   multitude,   they   are   weak;   when   they 
become   one,   they   are   powerful.   Then   the   army   will   not   be   victorious. 
When   a   tree’s   root   is   powerful,   then   its   branches   and   stems   live   harmoniously   above. 
 

強⼤處下， 
柔弱處上。 
The   place   of   power   is   below; 
The   place   for   softness   and   weakness   is   above. 
 

Heshang   Gong: 
Encouraging   things   creates   merit. 
The   great   tree’s   place   is   below; 
The   small   thing’s   place   is   above. 
The   dao   of   Heaven   is   to   restrain   the   strong   and   help   the   weak 
Causing   its   effects   naturally. 
 
Zheng : 43

“Rigid   and   strong”   describes   the   follower   of   death. 

42   This   line   of   the   Laozi   has   considerable   textual   variation.   In   place   of   折    zhe ,   break,   cut,   or   snap, 
Heshang   Gong’s   version   has   共    gong ,   together,   or   in   common.   Thus   he   reads   this   line   as   “If   a   tree   is 
strong,   then   it   has   both   [strength   and   weakness]   together”.   He   follows   this   example   up   in   his   explanation, 
pointing   to   the   strength   of   the   tree’s   roots   below   and   the   softness   and   weakness   of   its   branches   above. 
Other   versions,   e.g.   Wang   Bi,   have   兵    bing    in   both   this   line   and   the   previous   line.    Bing    can   mean   both   an 
army   and   a   weapon.   So   in   the   first   line,   it   is   the   powerful   army.   In   the   second   line,   the   tree   gets   the   ax 
(weapon).   Zheng   straddles   the   line:   using    zhe ,   break   in   the   Laozi   text   and   then   in   his   commentary,   noting 
that   the   strong   tree   gets   the   ax.   However,   then   Zheng   echoes   Heshang   Gong,   comparing   the   hard   and 
strong   roots   below   and   the   soft   and   weak   branches   above.   I’ve   followed   Zheng’s   version   of   the   Laozi   text.  
43   Zheng   collects   all   of   his   commentary   on   this   chapter   in   one   section,   rather   than   commenting   line-by-line 
as   Heshang   Gong   does. 
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“Soft   and   weak”   describes   the   follower   of   life. 
 
When   an   army   is   strong,   then   it   is   not   victorious; 
When   a   tree   is   strong,   then   [it   gets]   the   ax. 
 
The   powerful   root:   its   place   is   below; 
The   soft   and   weak   leaves   and   branches:   their   place   is   above. 
 
[These   sayings   follow]   the   principle    of   all   things   naturally   at   ease. 44

Chinese   Text 

 
Heshang   Gong   Commentary: 
⼈之⽣也柔弱， 

⼈⽣含和氣，抱精神。故柔弱也。 
其死也堅強。 

⼈死和氣竭，精神亡，故堅強也。  
萬物草⽊之⽣也柔脆， 

和氣存也。 
其死也枯槁。 

和氣去也。  
故堅強者死之徒， 
柔弱者⽣之徒。 

以上⼆事觀之，知堅強者死，柔弱者⽣也。 
是以兵強則不勝， 

強⼤之兵輕戰樂殺， 
毒流怨結，眾弱為⼀強，故不勝。  

⽊強則共。 
本強⼤則枝葉共⽣其上。  

強⼤處下，柔弱處上。 
興物造功，⼤⽊處下，⼩物處上。 
天道抑強扶弱，⾃然之效。  

 
Zheng   Commentary: 
⼈之⽣也柔弱。其死也堅强。萬物草⽊之⽣也柔脆。 
其死也枯槁。故堅强者死之徒。柔弱者⽣之徒。 
是以兵强則不勝。 
⽊强則兵。强⼤處下。柔弱處上。 
 
堅强者，死之徒。 
柔弱者，⽣之徒。 
兵强則不勝，⽊强則兵。 

44   Principle   is   理    li :   the   pattern,   order,   or   natural   law   governing   society   and   nature. 
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根强⼤，處下，枝條柔弱，處上， 
皆⾃然之理也。 
 

Appendix:   Hexagrams   63   and   64 

I’ve   included   the   standard   “judgment”   and   received   commentary   for   both   of   Hexagrams   63   and 
64   together   with   Wang   Bi’s   notes.   I’m   using   Lynn’s   translation   of   the   Wang   Bi   text   and 
commentary   with   a   few   minor   edits   to   standardize   terminology.   Commentary   from   Wang   is   in 
square   brackets   and   introduced   with   “Wang   Bi”   like   this:   [Wang   Bi    comments    ].   My   explanatory 
additions   are   in   (parens).   All   other   content   is   from   the   standard   received   text,   as   codified   by 
Wang   Bi. 
 
Note   that   the   character   济    ji    which   I’ve   translated   as   Crossing   Over   is   translated   by   Lynn   as 
Ferrying:    ji    means   to   cross   a   river   and   by   analogy   to   complete   a   task.   The   river-crossing   is 
accomplished   via   a   ferry   and   riding   a   ferry   across   a   river   is   a   common   image   of   achieving 
transcendence   in   Daoism   and   Chinese   Buddhism.  
 

Hexagram   63  45

Ferrying   Complete   [After   Crossing   Over] 

☵ 
☲ 
既济 
Ferrying   Complete   is   such   that   even   the   small   benefit.   It   is   fitting   to   practice   constancy.   In   the 
beginning,   good   fortune   prevails,   in   the   end   there   may   be   chaos. 
 

Commentary 

Ferrying   Complete   is   such   that   benefit   may   be   had,   even   the   small   benefit.   [Wang   Bi:   Ferrying 
Complete   means   that   all   have   ferried   across.   The   small   have   not   been   left   out,   so   all   are   ferried. 
Thus   the   text   mentions   the   small   to   clarify   what   Ferrying   Complete   means.] 
 
“It   is   fitting   to   practice   constancy”   for   both   the   hard   and   strong   and   the   soft   and   weak   behave 
correctly   and   thus   stay   in   their   rightful   positions.   [Wang   Bi:   If   “the   hard   and   strong   and   the   soft 
and   weak   behave   correctly   and   stay   in   their   rightful   positions”,   evil   will   have   no   chance   to   occur. 
Thus   only   when   such   rectitude   prevails,   is   it   “fitting   to   practice   constancy”.] 
 
‘In   the   beginning   good   fortune   prevails”   for   the   soft   and   weak   a   central   position .   But   if   one 46

ends   up   ceasing ,   chaos   will   ensue   for   such   a   Dao   will   eventually   peter   out.   [Wang   Bi:   It   is   by 47

45   Fire   below   Water 
46   This   references   the   yin   middle   line   of   the   lower   Li   trigram. 
47   I.e.,   no   longer   practicing   constancy 
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the   soft   and   weak   obtaining   a   central   position   that   small   persons   should   prevail,   but   if   the   soft 
and   weak   do   not   obtain   a   central   position,   small   persons   can   never   prevail.   Even   if   the   hard   and 
soft   practice   rectitude,   this   still   results   in   Ferrying   Complete   unrealized.   Thus   the   essential 
requirement   of   Ferrying   Complete   lies   in   the   soft   and   weak   obtaining   a   central   position.   If   one 
were   to   misconstrue   Ferrying   Complete   to   mean   perfect   security,   its   Dao   would   come   to   an   end 
and   no   progress   would   occur,   so   that   in   the   end   only   chaos   would   ensue.   This   is   why   the   text 
says:   “Although   in   the   beginning   good   fortune   prevails,   things   might   end   in   chaos.”   That   things 
end   in   chaos   is   not   due   to   their   becoming   so   on   their   own,   but   happens   because   of   one   ceasing 
to   do   as   one   should.   Thus   the   text   says:   “If   one   ends   up   ceasing   [to   practice   constancy   and 
following   the   Middle],   chaos   will   ensue.”] 

Hexagram   64    Ferrying   Incomplete   [Before   Crossing   Over] 48

☲ 
☵ 
未济  
Weiji  
 
Ferrying   Incomplete   is   such   that   there   is   a   possibility   of   prevailing.   The   young   fox   attempts   to 
ferry   itself   across,   but   even   if   successful,   still   gets   its   tail   wet.   There   is   nothing   beneficial   here. 

Commentary 

“Ferrying   Incomplete   is   such   that   there   is   a   possibility   of   prevailing”,   that   is   if   the   soft   and   weak 
achieves   the   central   position.   [Wang   Bi:   The   soft   and   weak   (fifth   yin   line)   abides   in   centrality   (of 
the   upper   trigram)   and   does   not   oppose   itself   to   the   hard   and   strong   (second   yang   line   in   ruling 
position   of   lower   trigram).   It   draws   upon   the   strength   of   the   hard   and   strong   and   thereby   can 
achieve   prevalence.] 
 
“The   young   fox   attempts   to   ferry   itself   across”   but   does   not   come   farther   out   than   the   middle. 
[Wang   Bi:   The   young   fox   is   incapable   of   crossing   a   large   stream,   so   it   must   have   favorable 
conditions   before   it   is   able   to   cross   over.   At   a   time   of   Ferrying   Incomplete,   one   must   have 
access   to   the   strength   of   the   hard   and   strong   --   which   can   extract   one   from   danger   and   trouble 
--   before   one   is   able   to   cross   over.   With   dry   (favorable)   conditions,   it   may   be   possible   to   ferry 
oneself   across,   but   one   is   never   able   to   escape   completely   from   danger.] 
 
“It   still   gets   it   tail   wet”   and   “there   is   nothing   at   all   fitting   here”:   such   a   one   cannot   carry   on   to   the 
end.   [Wang   Bi:   Although   the   young   fox   is   able   to   cross,   it   has   no   surplus   strength,   so   when   it 
tries   to   cross   it   gets   its   tail   wet.   It   exhausts   its   strength   in   this   attempt   and   is   unable   to   carry   on 
to   the   end.   That   is,   this   one   still   lacks   the   wherewithal   to   ferry   himself   across   such   danger   and 
trouble.   One   who   can   ferry   across   in   a   time   of   Ferrying   Incomplete   must   have   surplus   strength] 
 

48   Water   below   Fire. 
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Although   they   are   not   in   their   rightful   positions,   the   hard   and   strong   and   the   soft   and   weak   all 
form   resonant   relationships.   [Wang   Bi:   It   is   because   the   lines   are   out   of   position   that   Ferrying 
Incomplete   occurs.   However,   the   hard   and   strong   and   the   soft   and   weak   all   form   resonant 
relationships,   thus   Ferrying   becomes   possible.] 
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